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ABSTRACT 

A critical survey of the important features and cha.racteristics 

of some existing Text-to-Speech Convers:i.on (TSC) system by rules is given. 

The necessary algorithms, not available for these systems in the literature, 

have been formulated providing the basic philosophies underlying these 

sy3tems. A new algorithm TESCON for a TSC system bY rules is dev:?:loped 

without implementation details. TESCON is primarily concerned \·lith the 

preprocessing and linguistic analysis of an input text in Englic;h <YJ:"thogra::~!y. 

For the fi·;:st time, the use of function-content vord conce~JtD i;.; fully 

utilized to identify the potential head-wo~·ds in phrases. Stress$ dur<:•ti,,:..t 

modification and paus•~ lnsertions are sugg;:,.sted as part of the rule schemes. 

TESCON is general in nature and is fully'compatible with a true TSC system. 
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C~lAPTSR 1 

1. 0 FITRODUC'"l'I 'Tl 

The. purpose o£ this present thesis is to investigate sm1e of the 

theoretical aspects of a sclien"!e for 1 Text-to-Speech Conversion-by-Rules r. 

In addition, a fonnul::~tion of an algorithm JESC~l'T for such a sche::ne is 

also proposed. 

Definition: 

A Text-to-Speech Conversion scheme (TSC) may be defined ~s a 

transfor-.:1ation of an abstract nessage embedded in an alphabetic string 

in a given lansua.ge into its corresponding acoustic Have form, from 

'vhich the Dessage can be psrceived by a nor:aal human being. 

In 8ew~ral, the realization o£ such a transformation uill be 

oossible by the following four blocks (or major steps): 

The input tl) this block Hill be text from a printed page. or 

from oth>?:"'C sources, such as a teletyne, paper tape, punched cards;s etc. 

1 
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The purpose of a Pattern ~ecognition block is to isolate the patterns 

er:-,bedded in the input text. The pat terns may be ordinary ,_,ords, m'lt.:hema

tical sy:nbols, pictures, punctuations and styles of printing. This block 

then converts these identified patterns into a single pattern~ such as a 

string of alphab.ets in a language or code. 

(ii) -~-:Li~_:i~isti_c Analysis Block: 

The input to this bloc.k \·7ill be the standardized alphabetic 

string generated by th~ Pattern Recognition block. The purpose of this 

block is to perform a specified linguistic analysis on the input 

string. The linguistic analysis is the comparisons of input patterns 

with the given entries in a dic.tionary,.determination of the:; uniqueness of 

the results, determination of the Hard categories, syntactic categories, and 

syllabic structures, and any additional relevant information of the 

results. This block will also decide the necessary pauses (or silence 

gaps) to be introduced in the input text, intonation; stress and du-catiotl 

nodifiers, etc. Thus, the output from this block will be a complete 

ll:1guistic code Ol" simply, a ohonetic code. 

(iii) An Acoustic Suecification Block: 

The input to this block will be the _phonetic code generated by 

the I.inguistic Analysis block. The pur-pose of this block is 

to produce a spectrum matrix. The spec:.trum matrix T,Till specify the 



st~arly-state acoust~c uara~st~rs for the individual phonetic aLD~tabets 

of the input phon2tic code, the transition bet~een a pair of phonetic 

eler1ents) etc. Thus, the :-esults of this block >;,;i_ll be a dynamic acous-

tic specification of a given phonetic code suitable for speech synthesis. 

(iv} A. Synthesis Block: 

The input for this block Hill be the dynat'Li.C acousti.c specifica·-

tions of a phonetic string (or code). The purpose oE this block iS 

to produce necessary co:1t~ol signals to operate a spe,ech S)Ttthesizer in 

real ti~e. The results of this block \ri.ll be a spr:!ech t,.Je>.Ve fcn::::Y 1n real 

time corresponding to the innut text. 

It l. s c1 oar ... n ... I" a rr,.v .. -to-"pooc'n Conv""~'S.; '"''"' .,,,,~ l"e,... (•psr) ...._._ L .. c- J.. ............ L,.. J ~- • ~.J.. ....,._.._,~_ J •• ..::>._ ~~1.1 .,....~... .... '\..~ in 701 V€S SOC~e 

aspects of pattern recognition, linguistics, acoustics, and eP..gineeri':l.g. 

All th::se are considered here as computational problei;lS. _ 

There are ma:1y sche~es for producing speech synthetically. These 

sch~mes may use one or more of the blocks given above. A fe;~ examples 

of speech syntnesis sc'tl err.es can be given here Resynthesis of natural 

speech via linear predictive code {L?C) (ATA 1971J; automatic text-to-

speech via a pronouncing dictionary lookup scheme (TER 196SJ~[1~ffi 1975], 

[co:-~ 1973]; and speech synthesis by rules [HOI. 1964], [THO 1971]. Of these1 

met:':1od.s, we restrict ourselves to Speech-Synthesis-bY-Rules schemes only. 
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In this thesis, we have investigated some aspects of the pattern 

recognition block <md the linguistic blod~ ·Hhich enable us to ohta.£n 

a transformation of an input text into its corresponding phonetic text. 

The rernainder of the transformations are incidental and will be discussed 

briefly for the purposes of completeness. 

Before we go into details of a TSC system, let us first define 

soma importc;.nt terminology t,vhich Hill be used in this thesis. 

Audio-response unit 

Lang;uage: 

a hardHare setup ~:·7hich accepts an analogue voltage 

output from a computer via digital-to-analogue con-

verter and generates corresponding audio-frequencies 

through a:"t electronic amplifier and a loudspeaker. 

a code consisting of a set of alphabets or charac

ters that can form {.7ell defined sentences according 

to a _given set o£ rules (Grammar). 

a hardware conputer setup capahle of perfon:ting \\fell 

defined functions within certain linitations. 

a smallest linguistic unit capable of conveying 

either a lexical or a grammatical meaning. For example 7 

the words E.::~'~' of, or the past tense suffix ed 

in English are morphs. 



Orthorr.raphy: 

P-mode: 

Pre--processing: 

Rule; 
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a set of ~iven alphabets, ounctuations and conv~ntions 

used to represent a discourse (collection of sentences 

conveying some messa~e) in a ~iven language providing 

visual symbolic form. 

an abbreviation for print-mode. This is one of the 

most corm:1only used input-output modes in a computer 

today. P-node also represents a formal Hriting hy 

a person in a natural language, such as. English. 

a processing performed on some input> producing a 

normalized and uniform output. This output nay then 

become input to some other well defined orocessing. 

For exa:npie, replacing a caoital letter of a t>;•ord in 

English by a small letter is preprocessing. 

a process of re,vriting-· one set of a given symbols or 

alphabets in terms of another set of symbols either 

''ithout any restriction as to any context (context

free) or with restrictions (context-sensitive). 

Spacoi.al processing: a visual processing of information in two-dimensional 

space \vithout regard to time. 

a band of frequencies obser-Ted >vhen some energy of 

sound radiates fro:'! a source and is passed through a 

filter-hank separating each of the components of the 

sound according to its freaaency and the pm¥er (or 

intensity) in relation to time. 



Speech: 

SYnthesis: 

Synthesizer: 

6 

a process of encodin~ a message as an auJible acoustic 

>>lave through the organs of speech (vocal. setup) of a 

p~rson or a synthesizer, such that a listener can 

perceive and decode the acoustic wave:. recognizing a 

message Hithin a linguistic convention. 

a process of creating an acoustic ':·Tave form of a 

message in a language witho~t involving vocal. organs 

of a person. 

a hardware device consisting of a set of digital or 

analogue filters Hith one or more sources of excita

tion capable of producing an <::udible waveform •. 

Temporal-processing: a sequential processing of info~tion related to 

Text: 

Voice: 

time. 

a body of matter on a Hritten or printed. page in a 

given orthography. 

sound produced by the vocal organs o£ a person (or by 

synthesis) in a linguistic context. 

In thfs chapter we will examine three_i~ortant aspects of 

natural language based communication "tJhich are relevant to a TSC syste.:::~. 

Th~se are ~eech, ortho~ranh~ and text. Towards the e~d of this chapter, 

we ~Yill uresent <m overview of the organization of the present dissertation .. 
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L l S7Jeac1l Cod2 ~ ----· -------

Speec~ is a code [LIB 1963] a~d is ; the primary mode of h~~au 

coe1;:mnication. Individuals ,.;ithin a speech cor::.cuunity are able t.o trans:nit 

information through voice coding• The transmitting of infomation through 

voice has baeu ;.;ell developed in the human race. Voice can carry nora 

information than other codes [~1E\J 1971] and voice is a preferred n:ode of 

co;:r~-:tunication [CtLi\ 1971; OCrl 1974]. 

1.2 Linitations of Speech: 

Voice co~unication has its o~~ limitations. Individual. voices 

loose ener&J over a distance. Hence, the proxi~ity of a speaker and a 

listener was a wust in voice co8nunication or in speech mode until recently. 

Further, the co~unication that is taking place in an air mediun cannot 

support unliBited variations in acouscic pressure due to the voice signal 

'Hithout distortion [FL..b,. 1972]. Ho~ever, modern com:n.unication channels, 

such as, the telephone, have overcome some of these difficulties·though 

they are L1 no -:.-1ay a substitute for full co;:ounication involving both 

speech and pictures, such as, in a class room. 

1. 3 Orthoc;;ra?hY: 

The second.ary n2thod of hunan co.,.mu:tication is through. the coding 

of the ir.for::<.:rtio-:l in P-;:node, thoug'!:-, as many as ten different nodes of 

co'Tc:ltmications a:-2 possible by huz.an [C~iA 1975]. An alphabet or a picture 
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Eay b2 the basic unit of such an orthographic ar ~ritten system oE 

cor:~mn:i.cation :i_n P-:no:!e. All modeTn communicatio::t involves the use of 

orthography. 

1.4 Advantages of Orth::>s;raphy: 

Orthography or written code is versatile. A Hritten code may be 

an alp}wbetic code, a picture code, a criptogran, or 3. combination of 

these. Including pictures all codes are transmittable over various 

mecia, such as paper, cloth, hard~surface,teletype~etc. These codes are 

devoid of the personal ~annerisms, age, sex and health of a person producing 

these codes, which are often inten.;oven in the infornation of the voice 

communication. Thus, spatial processing of ~-1ritten codes is si<npler 1:.;hen 

compared to terr;poral processing of speech signals. . While the rate 

of coding affects the decoding process in a listener, wri.t:t:en code 

does not affect the decoding rate of a person familiar with such a code. 

~~e must realize that errors can exist in both the modes of communication. 

In an idealized orthography error·s would. be absent. 

1.5 Variation in Orthography: 

There are many kinds of orthqgraphic. systems. For instance, a 

voice code m.ay not have one-to-or:e correspondence for a given orthography. 

That is, for a given orthographic S]!!1bol, there can be more than one phonetic 

value depending on contexts. Further, different shapes and sizes of 

alphabets, different kinds of alphabets to represent mathenatical s~bols> 
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diffprent ki~ds of math2~atical symbols, different co~ventlcns to 

cod,~ picture:>, are all introducing variations in an ortl!O;:;n:!:pl:-!y. .•\11 of 

these ~uy be used in a urinted text. Thus, we rnay say that a tPxt is 

a comh:Lnation of variociS orthog.rapltic systerr:s involving normal alphabets 

associate(! with a particular orthographic system, mathematical syste;:ns, 

and pictorial systems. 

1.6 Text: 

Apart froT:l the co::1bination of various orthographic systems found 

in a text, there are classifications of subject matters within a text, 

such as physics, rJathe::1atic3, geography, computer science::etc. \.J:<iile 

all the texts are COT'lposed of sor.1e basic alphahets for: a given language, 

each tr~xt is related to a particular area of knowledge Hhich Sf!lects it:s 

mm special vocabula;:-y, defintions, 7:'ather.k'ltical symbols, and picto:~ial 

representations according to certain conventions. Hhile the vocab11lary 

may ~iffer from one subject area to another, texts use the sane basic 

alph?bets for a given language .. However, the pictures differ in their 

form and functions with respect to each subject matter or a Broup of 

sabjects. Tl1era is no apriori rule t}:at a text must nake use of pictures. 

Hmvever, general tecimical subj•::>.cts, such as science and engineering, etc. 

~ake use of classes of pictures, thoug~ they may be limited in number. 

Thus, cperationall:;.r, a text may be either a literary-text involvi:1g only 

alphabets oE a language or a technical-text involving both rnath~~attcal 

sy~hols and th2 alphabets of a language. Both literary and technical texts 

may have nictures. 
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1.7 ~~chines and Tc~ts: 

Alphabetic coding via printed te~ts is being used not only in 

human co-::tmlli"'tication, but is also used in r::an-machine co::ffilunication systems. 

Computer prograr.r:ning languages are the major linguistic codes used 

for man-~chine co~unication systems. Especially~ the higher level 

languages, such as, FORTPJ'0I,ALGOL,etc.., use codes that rese::1ble natural 

languages or the literary text of an English spea~ing cowmunity. Thus, 

the use of "'vritten codes in a language is the rule of the day involving 

documentation for future use. 

It is interesting to note that "t.;hile human beings are capable 

of encoding and decoding informatica in both the S-node (Speech-!<!ode) 

and the P-mode (Print-mode), in man-w~chine co~unication only P-mode 

is used. Both the input and the outnut in a computer syste~ is in most 

instances the P-mode. 

It is understandable that conversion- · of speech into P-mode 

is co:.;1plex ;.;hen compared to the decoding o£ e text: fran P-mode to a messag= 

in S-mode. The conplexities arising in natural languages like English 

are due to the complex coding sche;nes at sound level~ norphologic.al level 

(Hord level), syntactical level}and the semantic vevel. Further,. 

coatexts, subject -:natter,and the area of knowledge are also involved. 
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Conceptual hases, styles, personal chbices, paraphrasing, 

and individual preferences introduce complexities in Hrittcn codes, ;.fuile 

a filtering ?rocess at all levels nay be able to create the basic concepts 

strictly in m<1the;:natical or logical terms, this is not necessary in a 

seneral coTil.Llunication context. Though the domain of kno"Hledge has expanded by 

leaps and bounds in the past thirty years, speech recognition in S-mode 

has become very complex to handle by simple methods. Unless the coc:rplete 

S-:node can be split into subsystems with their inter-relationships clearly 

defined, this area of research will be difficult to understand for so;ne 

time to come. The co::1plexities of speech recognition and vari.ons strate-

gi.es to handlE.· some of these problems are renorted in the literaturef.R1~D 1976], 

A non-trivial area of interest in speech comJ7•\mication is 

decoding of texts to speech-rna de (S-mode). That is, given a text 

in P-mode, h•.YW to convert it into S-mode. The state of art in speech 

synt:1esis technology shows that a voice-readout of computed numerical 

values is availabl3 in pocket size calculators [CO:!: 1975}. The avai1.a-

bility of hardHare speech synthesizers, such as the VOTR ... ~x. are being 

used more and more in voice readout technology. Limited commercial application.s 

for stock exc:han32 inforr:1atio:>. nave been reported in the literature [~UR 1968} 

and for wiring telephon(~ apparatus elseHhere [FLA 1972]. In gener.":".L, 

r::1.gl ish l1as be2n used i.n sueh atte::tpts. 
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If natural languages are used in a voice corr ... 'Tlunication syste;::t, 

the first step is to identify the language that is being used in 

the communication at a given time. This involves the selection of a 

language from amon:s the many _possible languages at a given time, 

\vhich is referred as tunir:_J._g_. Thus, tuning a systen r.1ay be vie1·1ed as 

the language selection process and the selection of related information. 

such as the u:ode of the l:mguage like P-mode or S-mode; etc., and also 

the allowed interactions. Thus, there exist the necessity to allow 

the embedding of t:1e rules of many language systems, such as natural language, 

formal language and pictorial language in a system. A system is thus 

general purpose one, only if continuous tuning within the systen is possible. 

' A general system setup that allows tuning is shown j_n figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1 State-diagram for the language tuning. 
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Notice that in figure 1.1, the broken lines indicate t~e 

possibilites of inter-lan0uage communication links. This allm1s dtf ferent 

sets of codes to proliferate in a TSC system. We will assume the 

existence of an appropriate napping function in the syst~ to facilitate 

these linkages. 

in a human cot:ill1Unication syste:::,. a hu:nan being 

can use a variety of natural languages to cor.ununicate 1vith different speech 

com~unities. This roughly corresponds to the tuning of the human communi

cation system for one or more of the languages. Ear a machine we have 

restrictions at the present time. For a machine the tuning is through 

a formal languaga st:1te only in P-raode, especially, a co:nputational Ian-· 

guage. Normally, all the language states used should be mapped onto 

a formal language code (state) and then napped onto a conputational 

langu:tge state. EoHever, \•7e do not have a single progra::ming language 

at oresent that will allow all the language states within its domain; 

so;nething Hhich is possible in a 1mman communication system. This 

is a >'lajor problem suitable for future r2search. 

1.9 Assunptions made in this thesis: 

In thL:; thesis T.ve are selectinz a s.::>mewhat limited problem for 

investigation. The najor theme of the thesis is that given a text in 

a printed form, it is possible to convert into speech by s3mthesis via 



a nc!chine (c:ol':puter) through a suitable n:sco:-T (T~xt-to-_s_n,~ech i:.o~~versj_on) 

algori thc:t. Th 2 complete system is called the TSC system (Text-to-

Speech Conv2rsion system). In' this thesis we will propose a ne~1 algorithm 

TESC0?-1 for a TSC sys tern bu rules. In doing this, the follm,rin;:; assumptions 

are nade: 

1. 9.1 ~tYP2 of __ lnput Text: 

(a) l\ literary text entirely composed of the alp~"labet:s of a given 

natu·cal language~ numerals, and punctuation marks used therein 

is accc::ptable. 

(b) A text can be a mathematical text composed oi mathematical 

symbols and the alphabets of a natural language and the >vords 

(or vocabular; or lexicon), numera1s and the alphabets of some 

other natural language(s). 

(c) Scientific texts comuosed of words and the alphabets of a natural 

langua;~€~, nathematical symbols, and formulae are acceptable. 

1-fnile a li tcrary text can be handled by a Pattern Recognition 

block nentioned in section 1.0 (i), the input equipment of the systema:r:e 

th,e conunon .. types, such as teletypes, paper tapes or punched cards. 

Both mathematical and scientific texts are difficult to handle unless 

Optical Character R~ader (OCR) and picture scanner tnlits are utilized 

in the systeM. 
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1.9.2 Lan~ua~e of the Input Text: 

Hhile in theory any natural language is allmved in the P·-mode 

Hithin a TSC system, a standard dialect of either North American Enr;lish or 

sta~dard British English is assumed. Usages and spellings will not affect 

the text or its conversion. In addition 1 no error detection procedures 

are assumed. 

1.9.3 I~put ~ode of Texts: 

The ~iven text may be input in one of the following three P-~odes: 

(i) Punched on cards or paper tapes. 

(i~). Typed on a co~uuter console or a teletype. 

(iii). Printed text on a sheet of paper. 

1.9.4 Processing Lan~uage: 

Any progralllilling language >vhich can accept a normal English text 

in Latin alphabets as input (or an equivalent ASC-II code) is acceptable 

in a TSC system. For example, the string processing language SI'10'30L, a 

list processing language LISP, a problem oriented language lib.:! FORT:r:_AN 

with Sl-IP (2_ynr:tetric List R_rocessing) for dynamic memory allocation, are 

all accr~ptable ir:. a TSC systen. A few exai::ples of incomplete systens 

are found in the literature [ELO 1976; THO 1971]. 
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Existence of facility for preprocessing of . ' r:ne input text is 

assumed in a TSC system. This facility should be such as to enable 

us to produce a uniform code for further processing and conversion to 

speech. 

1.9.6 Audio-r2snonse unit: 

Existence of either harduare or softuare (simula.ted) compatible 

audio-response. unit to generate voice-output from the synthesis scher.1e 

is assumed in a TSC syste~. 

A high speed medium size general purpose computer system ~vith 

2dequate memory size of the order oE 128 K words with 16-bit word slze 

is assumed. In addition, suitable conventional input-out flevices 

are assumed to exist in the system. 

A block diagrc:.m for a simple computer setup for a TSC system 

In at least one system [ALL 1973) attempts have been made 

to ttse arr OCR as ~n input device and all other systems to be discussed 

in the next chapter use normal input devices. 
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1.10 0verviel·7 of t~e dissertation: 

This dissertation is dcvided into s1x chapters. 

Chapter 2 surveys some of the existing syste~s reported in 

the literature.. 

1 (> 
LC..) 

Chapter 3 considers the problems of preprocessing and analysis 

of input text and the non::alization of the input text in an alphabetic 

systen. In this chapter, He propose a new algorithm called the STAI'TD.\.RD -

IZER, to deal c·Tith sone of the problems of preprocessing. 

Chapter lf discusses the problem of stress, duration assig:1ment 

for ~nglis!-1 'vo1:ds in various contexts ,and the proposed algorithm k"i.ALYZER 

to handle sol"le of these problec:~s using function-content ,.;ord concepts. 

Chapter 5 provides the necessary overall rules and the TESCON 

algorith;n for a TSC system by rule. TEs'coN integrates STA:'TDARDIZER 

and the ANALYZSR uith Tl;"";TER algorithm. 

Chapter 6 outlines the possibilities for implementation of the 

propo3ed TSC system in terns of Te}:t-to-Phonetic form and from Pnonetic 

to speech out;.)ut. It r:oncludes by su;-,1marizing the COlttributions tha.t 

this thesis has made and discusses future research problems. 



CHAPTER 2 

SO:{E EXISTDiG SYSTE~1S 

2.0 ~,IOTIVATimT 

Speech code has the highest capacity for carrying infornaticn 

[N2·1 1971]. Because of this, there is a high t:\Otivation to utilize this 

capacity in the co;;-ununication industry. Comput:::r based voice.terminals 

have ~ny potential applications. Some of the coBmercial applications 

envisaged are: 

(a) a reading machine for the blind [ALL 1973; COO 1969]~ 

(b) voice based encyclopedic inforoation service [L~ 1976]~ 

(c) voice answering systems at remote terminals waking use of a centralized 

data base in a given natural languag3 [LEE 1968], 

(d) voi~e announce~ent of a current status of a co8puter syste~~ calling 

the attention of a computer operator ..;.,rhen necessary • 

(e) voice basad flight infornation system [SCH 1975] • 

(f) ~-Tiring of telephone connections based·on computer.generated voice 

co~nands [FL\ 1972], 

(g) voice based telephone directory· assistance [LE.t\. 19 68] ~ 

(h) voice readout for han~-held calculators [CO'f 1975), 

(i) other uses [F'LA 1973, LEi\ 196·S],. 

19 
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:~"'hile a general purpo:.;e reading machine is yet to b<:. dev<"'-loped, 

various realizations of the subsystems have been reported in the literature 

(FLA. 19 73 ; C:CYJ 19 6 9 ; CHA 19 71 ] • 

A gr~neral purpose COI'1puter based TSC system is given as a block 

diagram in figure 2.1. Block names in figure 2.1 are defined in section 

1. 0. 

The block diagram in figure 2.1 serves three purposes: 

(a) it provides a broad conceptual frame work of a general purpose TSC 

system; 

(b) it identifies and names the subsystems explicitly; 

(c) and Hith the overall system being clearly defined, it pe.rmits us to 

investigate 2.ny one or nore subsystems without going into details. 

As stated earlier, ue Hill concentrate more on the first two blocks, 

namely, the Pattern recognition block (block A) and the Linguistic analysis 

block (hlock B), and the other blocks will be briefly discussed only for the 

sake of co~pleteness. 
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2. 2 S 1)':~8Ch Svnthe:=;ls: 

The earliest attempt to produce synthetic speech \•laS mainly an 

engineering aspect (shown in block (D) in figur~ 2.1). Dudly [DUD 1939) 

exhibited his synthetic speaker in 1939 at the Ne'>v York vmrld fair. It is 

interesting to note that this piece of hardware is the ancester of today 1 s 

hardr . .;are speech synthesizers. Today 1 s comci!ercial speech synthesizers are 

becoming part of many computer systems. In addition, there are other 

coramunication equipments, like a narrm·1band Jigital voice transmission 

sys ten['C<\:1 19711), \vhich include a synthesizer suitable for. voice 

output. AJl the digital hanmre synthesizers are compatible Hith digital 

computers, and thus, programnable in real ti!!:e. The purpose of a synthesizer 

is to :1cc2pt control commands fro1!1 a conputer corresponding to the c:.coustic 

specifications given in block (C) in figure 2.1, and generate a continuous 

acoustic spectrum (or speech wave) in digital code suitable for conversion 

into real time analogue signal as shmm in block (D) in figure 2 .1. 

There are many soft'l·7are realizations of hardware speec~t synthesizers 

vb dizital simul.:1tion :reported in the literature [FLA 1973, 1:-ElL l964;THO 

1.971]. ~-ihile each of these have their or,m merits and limitations, they 

serve equally well as a synthesizer. Therefore, we will assume a well 

defined tmd documented subsystem for the synthesizer part (block D) 

in all existing systems to be discussed. 
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Before we discuss some of the existing systens reported in the 

literature, let us explicitly state the requirements of any general 

purpose TSC system. In doing this, we will be able to evaluate some of 

the existing systens with respect to our requirements. The requirements 

may be stated as follmvs: 

(1) The input to the system should be general texts, such as non-s~ientific 

aad scientific texts, without involving pictures at the present time. 

(2) The nu;,,ber of rules used in tne systen s}1ould be mininal, say a few 

hundred and also the dictio~ary entries for exceptions should he nininal 

at any given time. 

(3) The system should not involve a detailed and e::~haustive .syntactic analysis 

of the input text. 

(4) The letter-to-sound rules should be general and should be a set of 

external data and modifiablaJ thus permitting the tuning of the system 

for dialects of natural languages. 

(5) The syste;n should b~ independent of any particular synthesizer and 

its chacact2ristics. 

(6) The system shvuld oe inple.:::entablr~ on a general purpose nediu:n t)r ;:1ini

COI!1puter Hith real time performance. 

(7) Tw :nerc:ory ;_·eflui.rements should be minimal, say around 120 K tvords. 

(8) T'1e system performance should he statistically measureable. 



Having defined th2 requirements of a TSC system, the next step is 

to define the system specifications. These system spefications can be 

broken dmm into sub-systems specifications. In figure 2.2, \-1e propose 

modular sub-system blocks having the following five components: 

1. a system goal, 

2. a control, 

3. an input to the sub-system, 

4. a process in the sub-system, 

5. and an output from the sub-syster.n. 

Each block of a TSC system can be represented as a schematic 

system flo~ diagram as sho~n in figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2 A !';Chel'tatic system flow diagram for a subsystem. 
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goal oE eacl1 block a~plicitly in comparison to analgorithm that would nnly 

have fou-r of the five components of a sub-system (2-5). The reason for 

using a block diagram approach rather than algorithmic -approach for 

a subsystem description is that the algorithm.s to be described in the 

following sections have been re-created fro~ the literature. Tha literature 

hm1::over, is inconplete and inadequate. Hence, \/1-lere pertinent _information 

is missing, H2 have used block nawes suggestive of an_ appropriate action 

in our re-created algorit~~s. This approach enables us to specify at least 

the go"ll of a block, throu(~h a blocl~ name. Si;:1ce He know th-e in;:>ut and 

output for the previous and th~ follo~in; blocks with respe~t to a given 

bloc;(, ·we can at least infer the f::oal of :m uaexplained block from its n.::~:ae. 

This appro-'lch sor<1evhat ov2rcom•2s the inco_:;plcteness .c LOr a 

given recreated algorithn in this chapter.· 

In the following discussions, we have tried to reconstruct t~e alga-

rithrns of several syst.ems from the literature. 1.-!e have used our mm 

lo~ic in the reconstructions, thus preserving the: general philosophy of these 

algoxithfll,S~ Therefore, t~e COl'll""'lOn underlying principles ::;hould he clear 

in ~~c~ algorithm even thoti?~ some block names re?resent inad21uate data 

and details. Since we are mainly concerned t7ith block A and block 3 

of a TSC sy.:;te;'"l (figure 2.1), tJ,.e algorithmic d<::tails of the remain(L~r of 

t~e systems to ba discussed have no effect on the overall setup in our 

cU.3cussions. :;eepi-11'; t"he above restrictions in 111irrl~ H2 ::1m<~ :Hscuss sor::e 

existin~ systems. 
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2.3.1 The NIT System: 

Allen et al [ALL 1973; LEE 1969] have reported on the MIT 

system. This system, a basic text-to-speech conversion, attempts ·to handle 

some limited printed text using an OCR and picture scanner setup. The 

basic building blocks of this system are: 

Block-1: employs a dictiona-ry looiwp to aid in the pronounciation of the 

homographs (i.e., >vords with identical spzlling but with difference 

in meaning, such as* wind, refuse, lives, watch, etc.). 

Block-2: analyses phrases and assigns t:':te stress and inflection (p itc.h, etc,) 

to phonetic transcription. 

Block--3: employs a hardware speech synthesizer to produce speech output for 

converted phonetic text. 

[Initialize an DiTZGER \-lORD count] 

StepO: 

Stepl: Read a character from an input text. 

Step2: If end of input, Terminate tt:e algorithm. 

StepJ: If the cha::·acter is not a blank, or not a punctuaticn mark~ 

jump to Stepl. 
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StepS: Hash the word (inptlt) with a dictionary and if a word has unique 

phonetic equivalence, jump to SteplO. 

Step6 [Invoke the PART-OV-SPF:EGI Block) 

If the phonetic equivalence is found for the input Hord, j unp to 

StepU. 

Step?: Segment the input word into morphs arid affixes. 

StepS: Hash the morphs with a morph-dictionary and if hashing is successful, 

jump to SteplO. 

Step9: A~1ply the letter-to-sound rule. 

Assign stress and inflectio'l for an input ~·JOrd. 

Generate signals to operate a syntSesizer. 

S tepl?.: [Activation of a'11ardware. Synthesizer] 

Synthesi.s speec:1 signal and play in real time. 

Stepl3: Jump to Stepl. 

A PDP-9 ~:tinico:nputer 1:-.rith a high sps2.d Jrum stora~e fac.ility i1as 

been used in ta1s system. The syste~ has 3n nCR for rendin~ a page at a time. 
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word dlctionarv fLEE 1958 ]. The ~rogram, data,ctc~will fit w~thin the 

161: \:orcl l't~:nory of the P~lP-9 syste":t. 

The MIT system has a dictionary of 11,000 words and 400 letter-to-

sound rule$. The phrase analyzer does not handle phrases of sentences 

completely. For every dictionary entry, the parts-of-speech details, 

alternative transcriptions and some internal flags are necessary. Syntax 

and stress analysis are absent and are to he added later. 

The system. has been tested ':.Jith a fourth grade text~ and T.irith an 

OCR readh1.g rate of t':.;ro and half minutes pe:r page. We do not know the p;:.-o-

cessing time, and the type of programming languages used in this setup. A 

list of letter-to-sound rul~s, and a quantitative evaluation of the ~er-

for'T:ance of the syste:.-'1 are also not available. 

2.3.2.1 The Building 3locks: 

Ainsworth has developed a syst2m at the Keele University ~nd is 

r:2y.Jrted in the litera::ure [ , r~l -~ d 1973; 197!;]. This sys ter:1 is b<~.sed on a 

lr.cter-to-so,m.-1 rule SC:l2:-":e. It converts a text pcmched on ;J p:1per t:.ti'e 



are use:l to ;e:1erate par<JI:Jeter controls for a synthesizer. An nnalo_sue. 

hard~:wre speech synt~1esizer produces speech signals in rea.l time.. 

Block-1 

Block-2 

Block-·3 

Bloc~~-4 

The basic building blocks of the KU system are: 

pro-::luces seg;r:entation of the input text into breath-groups. 

The breath-grou?S introduce pauses (silence gaps) in the text 

at desired places. A b:.tffer of 50 character size~-which is a part 

of the system. Input text is stored ·in this buffer and rules 

are applied to achieve the bre.:-.th-groups. 

translates an input alphabet into a phoneme ( a linguistic unit 

TrTitha fixed steady-state characteristics[RA.:.-I 1973.]) via a set 

of letter-to-sound rules in a table lookup scheme. 

assigns stress via set of rule9·· A small exception dictionary 

is provided. 

computes the. speec!-1 paraneters 2.nd their values for individual 

speech sounds znd generates S?e.e.ch si~als via a speec~ synthesizer. 

2. 3. 2. 2 The KUS Alr;oriths: 

Step•) Initialize a buffer of 50 character size. 

Stepl Read an input character fro~ t~e paper tape. 



Step3 

Step4 

StepS 

Step6 

Step7 

StepS 

Step9 
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}'ill th2 buffer vith the input character 

If the buffer is not full, jump to Stepl. 

Search for a conju.."'1ction/ au::dliary verb/preposition/ article of 

English and if not successful, jumpt to Step7. 

Copy the contents of the buffer upto (but not including) the con

junction or au~iliary verb or preposition or article~ on a ~agnatic 

tape, insert a silence gap mark; give a left shift to the remai:oder 

of the contents of the buffer and jump to Step9. 

Concatenate the next input word ·to the contents of the buffer. 

Introduce a pause, tlarking the breath-group. 

Convert the orthography into phonemic representation by table 

lookup rules. 

SteplO: Assign the le~ical stress to appropriate syllables. (Function 

words, such as, articles, prepositions,etc. are not stressed;for 

the rest if the first syllable of a word does not contain a prefix~ 

stress the first syllable, else stress the second syllable). 

Stepll: By a S)~1thesis-by-rule sc~em~ generate parameter values for each 

phoneme, stress and breath-group mark to control a synthesizer. 

Step12: Jump to Stepl if input text is not exhausted. 

Stepl3: Terminate the algorithm. 
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2.3.2.3 The System Setup: 

HARm~ ARE: 

A PD?-S computer system has been used in this setup. A tenrrinal 

analogue speech synthesizer hardware was connected to the PDP-8 to produce 

the actual speech signals. The memory used in this program is not known 

(4Kor 8K words ?) • Processing and synthesis ti.r.ces are not available. The 

input text was punched on a paper tape and processed on the PDP-8 syster.1. 

SO'FTITARE: 

There are about 159 rules for the letter-to-sound conversion rules 

and the rules are given in table form. These rules are embedded in 

assembly codes. In this syst6n, changing,the rules imply_ the modification 

of asseobly codes.· This in turn, involves reass-embly of the complete 

program. Thus, rules are not external data, but rather are part of the program. 

2.3.2.1+ Performance ~·ieasure7nents: 

Performance measurements for this system \.rere based on three 

sources of texts: a text bock on phonetics, a modern fict:Lon and 011e news 

paper article on a political theme, In al~J a total of 1000 words passages 

of texts were used as test material. Of these, the correct translation 
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score for the phonetic text was 92%; for the fiction 89%; and fo~ the 

article 89%. Listening tests involving three subjeccs based on the sa~ne 

passage showed a correct scoring ranging from 50 to 90%. The correct score 

of 8 to 90% was nchieved ~o1hen the author of the system and a highest 

scoring l"ist<~ner of the previous three subjects were involved. 

For a typical seven word sentence, the error rate is on an average 

less than one phonetic error [AIN 1973; 197/d. Since the system ,..-as 

in its initial stages of development 1 there '\<Jere certain limitations of 

this system, such as, absence of sentence stress and the poor intelligi-

bil:Lty of the synthesized spe<..c.h for a naive: listener,etc. 

Mcilroy's system developed at the BTL [Mel 1974] consists of a 

letter-to-sound rule scheme. The basic building blocks nre: 

Block-1 segments the ~-nput string into lWrds_ delimited by spaces or certain 

punctuation marks or line breaks. 

Block-2 compares an input word with an exception dictionary. 

Block-3 performs the preprocessing of an input 't.:ord converting capit."ll 

letters to lo,,;er-case letters, deleting the word final s and 

substituting for _y_ ie before a final consonant, and comparing 

it -; . .'i.th a dictionary entry. 
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Bloc:k-5 
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applies the letter-to-sound rules for each character of the input 

word. 

gene;-:-ates the control signals for a hard'llare speech synthesizer. 

2.3.3.2 The B~T~Algorithm: 

StepO 

Stepl 

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

St.ep5 

Step6 

Step7 

StepS 

Step9 

Input a string of characters (i.e., type-in or pipe-in out of 

any other process on the machine). 

Hash the·· input ~vord with, the exception dictionary an.d if hashing 

is successful, ju~p to St~pll. 

Map capital letters onto small letters; strip punt:u.."'ltions and 

jump to Stepl. 

Strip 'wrd- final .:;;_; change final ie into_y regardless of the 

final .:?3 if any change is made, jump to Stepl. 

[Invoke A~OXATIC-:::PRONOUNCIATIO"N block] 

Reject one letter ~.;ord or a word w-ithout a vowel~ 

~1ark endings, such as, final ~' long vowels indicated by '\Wrd final 

e; ~equivalent .endings, such as, -_ed, -ab~<:,etc. 

Hark potential long vm.;els, such as. ~· i, and a (e. g. in tv-ord 

medial position followed by a consonant in mono-syllabl<~s). 

Hark medial silent e and the long vol-;els therein. 

Mark potential voiced word medial s. 

If StepS to StepS are successful, replace any stripped final~; 

scan from left to right applying pronounciation rules to word 

fragments and jump to Stepll. 



St2plO 

Stepll 

Stepl2 

If s~~ep4 to Step9 fail, spell the ~wrd, punctuatLm.s and alL 

Emit a burp ·whf!n no spelling rule exists for a symbol. 

Output synt~esized speech. 

Terrainate algorithm if the input is over, else jump to StepO. 

2.3.3.3 The Syste~ Setun: 

HARDWARE: 

A PDP 11/45 Llinicom,Juter has been used in this setup. The rules 

occupy about 11,000 bytes on the machine. The program r~~s at about 15 

"Uords per second of the CPU tio.e [Nci 1974]. There are about 4500 bytes 

of phonetic: code, including table search and the special hand-coded 

paradigms~ and 1900 bytes of code for interactive display and maintenance 

of the tables. A VOT~~~ hardware speech synthesizer has been used to 

syn.thesize the speech output. 

SOFTWARE: 

The progra~ is written in a higber.level language~ called the 

C-language. The system consists of more than 750 letter-to-sound rules for 

American English, including 100 uords, 580 '"ord fragments and 70 letters. 

While the program is not efficient according to the designer of this system~ 

it is self-contained and requires no other supporting ?rograros. 
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2. 3. 3. 4 Perfornarrce ~·leasurements: 

Ncilroy has reported that his program performs satisfactorily 

for 9T% of 2000 most commonly used \-lords in running English listed in 

Brown Corpus [KUC 1967]. The performance is satisfactory for 88% of the 

tail consisting of a 1% sample of the remainder of the Corpus,. with an over

all ueightcd performance of 97 .2%. Furthermore, for 3% of the 18,000 1wrd 

source in a Hebster's dictionary [HEB 1966], the performance is about 

9ll. 5% correct. 

Mcilroy has admitted [Mel 1976·] that his criterion of satisfactory 

performanc<! is subjective and satisfa~tOJ.'Y pronounciation is by no means 

the same as 'correctf pronounciation. The criterion for acceptability 

is merely that a word be easily understood by someone experienced to 11st.er:

ing to the device (n~_a naive listener). ~He further reports [Mel 1976 ] 

that on a recent test based on the 100 sentences (readapted to American 

idioms) from Ains<.rorth (AIN 1974], his system performance is 99.1%, 

99% and 98. n respectively. This again appears to be e•.ra1uated by subjective 

criterion. 

Mcilroy h3s reported that his 750 rules are in a table and are 

easily modifiable (Hcl 1974]. His scheme of rules are applied from left

to-right and right context only. This rule lookup can be done by a simple 

variant of binary search in an ord5.nary alphabetical list of rules. No 
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careful ordering or concomitant linear searching of rules is I~cessary. 

Thus, the performance is very nearly '\vi thin real time (Mel 1974 ] • 

The major drawback of this system is that it lacks a stress narking 

scheme, The pr~sent system >·lill become complicated and the program •;.rill 

grm• in size when stress marking sche1:1e is implimented. 

2. 3. '• The I'Ta~ral Research Laboratory System (NRLS): 

2.3.4.1 The Building Blocks: 

The NP~ system has been developed by Elovitz 1et.al. [ELO 1976). This 

system is based on letter-to-sound rules. The basic building blocks of this 

system a:re: 

Block-1 

Block-~2 

Blodc.-3 

3lock-4 

applies a limited preprocessing on the input text. 

TP...'ll'l'S(the translation block) applies the letter-to-sound rules to 

the input text character by character and produces an IPA code 

(!_nternational Phonetic £:lphabetic Code) or its equivalent 

ASC-II code when desired. Thus, a text to phonetic conversion is 

achleved. 

applies the direct phonetic to syntheslzer rules to the IPA code 

and produces a VOT~\X code. 

ge:1erates the speech signal in real time via a Federal Sere\¥ Horks 

VOTR,'\~{ VS-6 hardware sp2ech synthesizer under the control of TI9f0A 

minicomputer. 
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2.3.4.2 The NRL Algorithm.: 

StepO 

Stepl 

Step2 

Step3 

Stcp4 

StepS 

Step6 

Step7 

StepS 

Input a character of a text (via a terminal or a text file) • 

If ~"l terminal special character is encountered, jump to Step6. 

If the input charact~r is not a blank, write the character 

on an output file and jump to StepO. 

If an input character is a punctuation mark, introduce a pause 

character in the output file and jump to StepO. 

If a special vord is encountered, apply word-to-phonetic rules 

to the input >-mrd; produce IPA code and save it; jump to StepO. 

(1>/hen a special rule is applied to a Hhole input ~vord, the input 

word is considered as a single character). 

Sc<!n the input ~.;ord on the output file from left to right 

characte1.· by character and for each character apply an appro

priate letter-to-sound rule through a sequential search of the 

rule-tile; produce IPA code and stor-e it; jump to StepO. 

Apply transla.tion rules to the IPA code string in the output 

file character by c:-taracter vlith special symbols if any and 

produce VOTP~4X code. 

Gene;:oate speech signal and play in real time. 

Terminate the algorithm if text is over; else jump to StepO. 
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HARDHAP-E: 

A remote time sharing minicomputer TI960A (Texas Instrument) with 

a 12,000 16-bit tmrd memory is used in this system. This is connected 

to the PDP-10 time sharing system at the NRL. A teletype key~board, 

a CRT terminal ~vi th a key-board, a Federal Screw Hark's Phonetic key-

board form the input terminals. A TI-733 silent terminal and a VOTRA.X VS-6 

speech synthes:izer form the output terminals. The NRL's PDP-10 accepts 

English texts from the TI960A and returns the IPA codcs to the TI-733 

terninaL This terminal has dual cassetts. From TI-733 tenninal and a 

VOT.RAX speech synthesizer speech is synthesized. 

SOTI\JAR3:: 

The progr·armning language used is SNOBOL IV [GRI 1971]. A set: 

of 329 rules for letter-to-sound transl:1tions for American English are 

embedded in the program. These rules translate the English text into 

the IPA code by p:1ttern matching principles of the S::IOBOL language. 

The SNOBOL program runs on the NRL's PDP-10 system. 

The system has soft1-1are facilities for producing the evaluation 

statistics when any rule is applied to a text. A STST-file listing 

every instances of every rule used in the translation of every ~·mrd in a 

text file is created. A program STAT reads the STAT-files and produces 

statistics on the relative importance of the rules [ELO 1976]. 
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2. 3. 4. ~~ Performance Hea.:;urements: 

The SNOBOL processor on the PDP-10 is an interpr:etive implementation 

of s:mBOL IV. TRA::iS, th<?. translation block) operates under the SNOBOL 

processo~. This is a very inefficient system. Hmvever, ui:nm the SNOBOL 

program is replaced by FASBOL II [SA1'! 1972] co:npiler, the efficiency of 

TRANS block increased by a factor of 25. The tr::mslation rates arc 

second or t\•70 seconds. Thus a factor of L; or 5 of real time speech rate 

is achieved. 

Memory requirements have be;.::n reduced three fold in some cases. 

TIL-\:.'!3 block 1 s perforw.:mce shows a corr,.;c~ pronounciation- r..3.te of about 

96% of the thousand most frequently used words in English and words of 

very lm.r frequency of occurrance in the Brown Corpus [KUC 1967] ~ produ;::e 

a '•% error rate (nispronounc.iation). 'I'he overall correct pronotmciation 

perfo-unance rate is 90% or an error rate of 2 -wo:cds per sentence of ordi-

nary English, Comprehensive statistics for the performance of ·~a.ch rule 

has been prDduced supporting the above given performance measu:cem<:nts. 

There is no rule for inflection (pitch, stress and timing) in this 

system. Therefore, only a monotonom1 speech is produced. This system 

will include such features in the future. 



2.3.5 Th2 TatC"l Institute of Fundamental Research Sy::;tei:l (TIFRS): 

2.3.5.1 Th~ Building Blocks: 

A system consisting of blocks other than A and~ in figure 2.1, 

has been reported by Thosar [THO 1971] and Ramasubramanian [R..A}! 1973]. 

This system has been developed at the TIFR and accepts a phonetic input 

(i.n ASC-II cod~), ir..cluding the duration modifiers~ stress and. pause and 

the pmtctuations as part of the input string. This is a very powerful 

systeo in that given a hardware setup to replace the simulated synthe-

size.r and for accepti:J.g an m1:-estricted text, the system will be a complete 

speech-synthesis-by-ryle system. Since we will be suggesting some algorithms 

such as TESCO~, keeping this TIFR system in mind~ it will be useful to study 

this system here. 

The basic building blocks of the current TIFR system are : 

Block-1 validates the input string based on the stored symbol list and 

identifies the input errors, and selects the attributes of 

individual input symbols, such as vowel or consonant.etc. 
I 

Block-2 forms a steady-state spectrum matrix for the input symbols and 

converts the duration modifiers to increase. or decrease tha 

duration of the preceding phonetic Syt:lboL The stress I!'.a.rk 

is converted ·to an increase in the fundamental pitch of a pre-

ceding phonetic S)ilnbol (usually a vowel) and so on. The steady-
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state parameters are provided as a set of external data and 

are independent of the program. These parameters are user-

defined values. 

selects appropriate rules for the concatenation of relevant 

parameters for two adjacent phonetic symbols. These rules 

are external data md are user-defined. 

generates a dynamic spectrum matrix based on the rules selected 

previously for the complete input string. 

simulates a terminal analogue speech synthesizer ancl generates 

a di~ltal speech spectrum for the phonetic string. 

outputs the digital speech wave generated from the digital spectrum 

of the previous bloc:( ::md decodes the signal in real time via a 

D/A converter and audio-response unit. 

2.3.5.2 The TIFR Algorith~: 

In view of the fact that the blocks necessary to generate phonetic 

texts from an input English text is absent in this system, the algorithm 

regarding other blocks are omitted. In chapters 3, 4 and 5 we suggest . 

some algorithms for blocks A and B for this system. 

2.3.5.3 The System Setu£: 

HA.RmlARC: 

A CDC-360() computer system is used in this system. !{emory is 32 K 

words of 48 bits >-mrJ size. The compiled p:rogram is stored on a magnetic 
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tape and is ovzrlayed \;hen necessary. 20 K memory words are 

allocated via a SLIP subroutine [HEI 1963] to accomodate and store the 

dynamic speech spectrum matrix generated from the input: text. Lrt average 

input sentence is approximately of one second duration >-~hen spoken by a 

person and on an average there are seven words per sentence. The computed 

speech spectrum matrix occupies roughly 20 K words in the CDC 3600 computer 

memory. 

A FORTRAN program sinulates the complete system. SLIP subroutines 

compatible with the FORTR..~l compiler~ allow the flexibility of data sped:.-

fication in tree structure or list structure and the achievement of dyna~c 

memory allocation. There are less than 50 rules for the concatenation 

procedures, one set for each of the duration, transition, and transition 

ratio required for the dynamic spectral computations. 

2.3.5.4 Pzrfornanca Measure~ents: 

The actual processing time for producing one second of rea~ time 

speech is about 4 seconds on the CDC 3600 system. The test samples were 

in English, Hindi and Tamil languages. About 7 sentences in English,200 

sentences in Ta:nil and 50 sentences in Hindi were generated. ~lore than 

90J~ intellig±bility Here recorded for all these samples with naive listeners 

(about 50 listeners were involved). The rules are adhoc and the actual 

values ate not provided for the various parameters. 
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2. 4 DISCUSSimlS: 

Using the criteria given in section 2.3 (on page 23),the systems 

considered so far show that no one system can be called a TRUE TSC system. 

The reason for each system failing to he a true TSC system can be stated 

as follows: 

(a) All the systems considered so far fail to accept unrestricted English 

text, let alone an elmentary scientific text ~vithout pictures. The only 

system, BTL system preprocesses an input text to handle capital. letters 

and apostrophe S)rmbol. 

(b) Regarding th<~ number of rules in any one system, ~ve find that not one 

system has minimal sets of rules. The lowest number of rules is about 

159 in KU system [AIN 1973), \vhile the maximum number of rules run to about 

750 in BTL system (Mel 1974]. The NRL system has about 329 rules excluding 

any rules for stress marking. The NIT system depends heavily on an ex::en-

sive morph dictionary and the rule part: is minimal or incidental. Thus, 

\ve note that our second criterion, namely, 'the system should have minimal 

number of rules' is not net by any system discussed so far. The addition 

of stress, duration, and other types of rules vhen added to these systems, 

~-1ill increase the requin:!ments of memory and computation time • The 

1 • 
aes~gners · of these systems have failed to take advantage of the fact 

that the decoders (human beings) ignore mispronounciation in various 

contexts [HHI 1976], II ence, there is no need to burden the systems with too 



mnch information, such as, nn exhaustive syntax analysL;, dictionary 

lookup, etc. In other ·Hords, the failure to meet our secoad criterion 

is the result of the systems' failure to t?.ke advantage of the decoder's 

abilities. 

(c) The }ITT utilizes an exhaustive syntactic analysis of input sentences. 

The state-of-art situation with respect to the other systems indicates that 

there is a ne<'!d to utilize some sort of dictionary setu? for exception 

words, such as suffix analysis, abbreviations, stress assignment and 

irregular pronounciations. The absence of stress analysis in the KUS, 

BTLS 1 and th;:! ~RL system suggest .that these systems 'l.rill be fo-:-ced to 

include some sort of syntactic analysis of the input sentences :Ln the 

future to take care of the str2ss assignm(~nt:s, though the KUS lexical 

stress assignment will not be sufficient in this regard. Thus, the third 

requi·!:1!1ent that system should not require exhaustive syntactic analysis o£ 

the input sentences is not met by systems discussed so far. 

(d) With regard to the modifiability of the rules in a TSC system, and as far 

as the letter-to-sound rules are concerned, only t":;ro system seem to be 

general, the NRLS and the BTLS. 'i~1lile :i'IRLS has for:nulated the 

letter-to-sound rules following the KU system, it is gene"Lal in. that rules 

are based both on the left and right contexts, vhereas the BTLS is based 

on the left-to-right and right only contexts. The BTLS utilizes a variant 

of the binary search technique in. an or-dinary alphabetic list of rules 

[Hcl 1976 ]. Thus, computa::ionally,the BTLS perfonns confortably within 
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a real time environment. HoHever, the NRL system imposes certain severity 

on the rules. These are ti1at they be ordered, hence introducing the neces-

sity of a concomitant linear search of rules, and thereby increasing the 

proces:3ing time [Ncl 197 6]. KU system has the rules embedded in assembly code. 

Hence, u.odifiabi.lity of the rules involves the rewriting the assembly 

code and reassembling the entire code each time a rule is changed. Thus, 

instead of being a set of data, the rules become the assem.bly code,thereby 

increa:::ing the setup time, ru~.ming time and the modification time of the 

system. Apparently, the absence of any comprehensive set of rules of 

rules and the nature of tl1e dictionary ·searching and other formalities 

connected \<Tith the 1-:ITT system suggest that it is too poor to be modified 

and is load~d '"'ith. too :nuch book-k<':t!:ping responsibilites. The mere 

failure to recognize the role of the listener introduces a higher pro

cessing time to compute too much information, such as exhaustive syntax 

analysis, parts of speech, etc•, and storage requir-ements. 

Even the suggested generality of the NRLS and the BTL system 

will suffer once they enter into the stress rule schemes. Thus, it is clear 

that in the futur,2, each system Hill incr-ease in cost due to higher 

processing time, nr=mory requiremen.ts,etc,.,hence a TRUE TSC system may not 

be easily realized. 



(e) The adaptability of a system for any speech synthesizer is not 

practical at the present time. Since hardware specifications are not 

standanlizt~d in the systems discussed, even if BTL syste:n and the NRL 

system. are using the same type of VOTP-A.X synthesizer, the hardware 

itself has restrictions. Unless a general purpose synthesizer is concelvt!d 

capable of producing any speech sound, the gen~ralit:y and adaptabil;ity 

requirements in a true TSC will have to wait. 

(f) The measurements of the systet.'l 1 s performance is well documented 

only in the i'"iRL system. The statistical validity of rules from the 

automatically measured performance score of the NRI. <.:ysten gives a high 

confidence on ths system. Compared to the NRL sy.stem, the KU system is 

also somehat acceptable, though the statistical details in this system 

are poor (or nil). The s~~ ective _ (personal feeling) evaluation of 

the performance of the BTL system [Hcl 1974; 1976 ] .is tmscientifics 

hence the system should not be seriously considered. While the KU 

system '~mploys three preprocessing rules and 150 variable rules, the BTL 

syst-2m has four times the number of rules.as that of the KUS to achieve 

less than 4% error rate. Hell roy claims a 99% overall perf,?rmance score· 

oh a more recent test again baseri on subjective criterion [Mel 1976 ]. 

The HIT system can never come near a TRUE TSC system due to its 

inability to document its performance in an}~ay. 



Thus, j_t is clear that the ultimate perfor:nance of these systems 

ldll be different from the expected perforuanc.e of a TR1:JE TSC system. 

(g) The system implimentations are, in generall> on mini-computers. Hm>Tever, 

the concept of parallel processing and micro-processors have not been utilized 

in any of the .:1bove systems. The serial nature of the block-by-block 

processing of the input as shown in figure 2.1, results in roughly four 

times the precessing time for one second of real time speech as demonstrated 

by the BTL system. 1ne TIFR system is a promising system in this regard. 

In the TIFR system, eyen C>?ith the simulation setup, the processing time 

is about four times for one second of speech (or its equivalent one sentence) 

and given a hardvraf':'e setup for the synthesizer, this syste:!ll will be a real 

tine system in the future. 

The sucessful use of mini-cooputers in the above systems {except for 

the TIFR system), suggest that a special purpose microprocessor with 

a pa.rallel proc2ssing capabilites ;lill be a practial one in. t.he rre.::;.r fu::ure. 

Thus, our requirement of the true TSC system is Tiet with by all the 

systems we have considered so far. 

(h) Coasidering the memory requirments of a true TSC system,. only the 

NIT system violat•~s our criterion. The HIT system requires about four r:rillion 
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bits of storage for the dictionary alone. All othe.r systems use roughly 

the core memory of their host mini-computers and make use of auxiliary 

storage -when ne:::essary. This, hmvev~r, is bound to increase -.rhen a 

full scale true TSC system is implemented in the future. Thus, the memory 

requil·m;:!nts for any future TSC system remain unans1•ered. 

He have su:nmarized the results of our discussions :ln Table 2.1 (a) 

and 2.1 (b). In the next chapter, we investigate some printing style 

problems involved in restricted scientific texts, including such problems 

as pattern recognition suitable for preprocessing. We then. 

sugges: a new method to handle such input texts in a general purpose TSC 

Sj.ts tern. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PATTERN RECOGNITION AND PREPROCESSING 

3.0 Pattern Recognition within a Text: 

In any general TSC system, a textual input will have to be 

handled by a pattern recognition block (block A in figure 2.1). This 

will further involve preprocessing of the input text and the normalization 

to a single code scheme for the conversion into speech. 

The patterns to be recognlzed may be pictures and script-

related pattarns. Of thesi!, 't7e restrict ourselves to the script-related 

problems,and in this chapter, we will assume that the pattern recognition 

block A has produced the necessary output from an input text to our system. 

Hence~ we will consider how to transform these outputs into suitable code 

(-phonet:.ic code or alphabetic code as th~ case may be)for the purposes of 

speech synth~sis. 

First 1 ~.-e ·wilL. consider the problems of script-related patterns, 

and then proceed to propose solutions to some of these problems .. 

51 
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The patt;:-~rns to be transformed may be one or more of tl1e following 

typzs: 

1. Numerals in a text, 

2. Upper-case vs lo-.,.,er-case letters in a text, 

3. Abbreviations and pseudo-names, 

4. Press-style conventions, such as italics, bold faca or other related 

type. faces, 

5. Different sizes and sh<lpes of type faces conveying different informa-

tion)such as foot notes, bibliography, etc., 

6. AJ.prlab~ts of different languazes in a t~xt, such as Greek~ Latin,etc., 

7. H<:lthemati.cal symbols and fornmlae, 

8. Special punctuation marks, such as quote, brace3, brackets, etc. 

3.1 ~unera.L;: 

Almost all texts ,..;ill have some numerals embedded in them. This 

may be f:::om aimple one to four digit integers to represent datep page~ 

etc .. , to complex numbet "'repres~nl:ation as in m .. ~th~matics. Depending upon 

the subject ma~ter it will be possible to sssign a probability for the 

occurrence of a particular kind of numeral, such as integer~ r~al~ fraction, 

to a text.. This can be helpful in providing proper algorithms to handle 
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such numeric patterns in a text. Ho~.rever, the output may be different 

depending upon the usual conventions in a subject matter. For example~ 

num~rals ·may be npelled character by character or expressed in terms of 

~~its, such as million~ thousandt hundred and tens or in similar regional 

conventions is a matter of choice. Hence, totally independent pronounci

ation for numerals will depend upon many factors and standardization may 

be helpful, such a3 the spelling of digit by digit from left to right as 

done in some calculators [COM 1975]. If a convention is made available 

in the area of specialization, the system should be tuned. to adopt it 

i.n the pronounci<~tion scht:me, thus satisfying the local needs. 

In the algorithm-s-ection of this chapter, a simple algorithm 

to handle: simple numeric patterns is given illustrating our approach. 

3.2 .s?ner YS Lo•,;er-case letters: 

In languages wher~ conventions exist for using different types 

of letters, such as Upper-case and Lo~.;er-case letters, the pur-pose o£ 

such differentiation should be reflected in the pronounciation of words 

and sentences. For example, in English,theUpper-case letters are used 

in the following contexts: 

1. to begin a sentence, 

2. to begin a proper na:oe, such as a personal name or place name).' 

3. to signify an abi1revia tion or pseudoname, 

4. and to signify that the word under consideration is to be e!!lllhasized. 



Computationally, since the code values are :Uffcre:tt for Upper-

and lo;..rer- case letters, it is necessary to norwalize the:il at th':! pre-

processing level. 

At the algorithmic level, the personal names and pseudonames can 

be handled via data bases (dictionary setup and lookup schemes)[Mci 1974]. 

Another data base would be required to handle abbreviations, since abbre-· 

viations used in different disciplines ,.;ould have different connotations. 

This would involve tuning the system :tn the init.ial staget depending upon 

the input text. In;' all other cases, either a r·~uuction in the code or: 

a spell character-by-character scheme would be necessary. In a late~ 

discussion, t~n algorithm v:I.ll Le provided to perform such a fun::.tion~ 

3.3 Press-style conventions: 

In any language the preparation of printed text is subjected to 

certain rules and editorial conventions. These 1:ules are called prc~ss

style( or print-style or house-style) in th~! literature [1--L'L~ 1975 J c HY~

ever, press-style is different from any style of writing, in particular 

the way an author might write, and ever. an individual. au·thor 1 s style can

not violate the press-style. It is customary to refer to _forma!:_ in 

p.:""senting input ·and output from a computer program. This itself is a 

subset of press-stvle. The problem in press-style may be classified as 
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problems of type faces and thier sizes, the type shapes, special punctu

ations and paragraphing conventions. 

3.3.1 IxEe fac~s and their sizes: 

In press-style,every character has a type face and size. These 

are specified in terms of 'points' or units of size equivalent. to 1/72 

of an inch and the type may vary from five to seventy two points per 

character. Different shapes of type faces are used to convey different 

information. For example,italic, bold face and decorative forms(or quai::J.t 

ch:uacters [XJ\N 1975]) can be used in different contexts to convey a 

particular meaning or place emphasis on certain textual naterial. 

The following rules for using different sizes of characters con1e 

from ,-A Manual o£ Style [Mt\N 1975, p 442] ; 

1. "hThen an extract ( quote from another sour!:.e) is used, use a type face 

smaller by one point w"ith respect to the other eharacters in the body 

of the text. 

2. For foot noces, the type face should be at least two sizes smaller 

than that of the body of the text, but not less than ..§.points. 

3. i.f.'1en using indention (or indentation) use different measures of idention, 

but the type sizes are identical (i.e., the number of blank spa.::es from 

the left margin can be used to convey certain l.nfornation and in such 

cases normal size of type face can be used). 
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Thus, there exists a problem in recognizing the various type 

siz·es and indention at the preprocessing level in a TSC system, since 

co?nput.ationally, the code values for type-faces 1-lill be different. 

The second problem in the press-style is type-shapes. A Manual 

_?f2!:zle [:''.L:\~1 1975,p /+59] specifies at least 10 types of styles in \vhich 

each character !!lay have different type-sha?e and size. Of these~ we con

sider nnly tuo, italics and bold face (or script). Italics can be used 

in 32 diff2rent context3 according to press convention& [~\~ 1975~p 532], 

while bold face or script is used nainly for bibliographic information, 

inde:{ and for mathematical symbols (or as variable letters). 

The tnain use of the italics and bold face hmvever" is placing 

emphasis on a -o;wrd (or group of words) since slighly . exaggerated stress 

on the •mrd (s) represented by italics may be helpful in the. pronounciat.ion 

of such vords. 

We propose that the specific application of press-style rules 

s~ould be considered in a TSC system and the speech output should somehow 

refl2ct this fact. In our proposed algorithm we·. will take care of these 

rules. 
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3.3.3 M~xed_!\lp~ab2ts: 

For printed te:-<t in English, 't-lhen alphabets of otl1er languages, 

such as Greek, German, ~{ussian ar,~ encountered, the computational code 

is different. Alphabets of many languages are used for the following 

rea:::;ons: 

(a) Latin names are used in Nedicine, Biology and Betony. 

(b) Greek symbols are used in Nathematics and Physical Sciences. 

(c) French words are used in cosmetics and food preparations etc. 

It appears, in general, that foreign words in English are 

area-oriented and. therefore become area·-specific involving pronolL"lciation 

different from those of nor""..-al English..:words. In handling such words, 

it is necessary to tune the particular language or enter into a separate 

data-base to aid in the pronounciation of such \>TOrds. As we have 

mentioned earlier 7 words also differ in type-face, shapes and sizes in 

a te:<t in addition to different linguistic codes {i.e.,. words from 

different langu~ges). These should be handled at the preproc~ssing level 

in a TSC syste:n. One way to handle such preprbcessing would:·be to provide 

a 4-tuple (Page, Line, Word, ~lag) at the beginning of a text which could 

be utilized du:-ing the preprocessing stage. This will be discussed later. 
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By far the most difficult part of a TSC system is the design 

of an algorithn to handle mathematical symbols and formulae in a text. 

Isolated mathematical syr:1bols can be spelled by a dictionary lookup 

after being r-ecognized by the pattern recognizer. This would require a 

specific data base as nentioned in section 3.3.3. If more than one symbol 

is involved, and a fonnula is encountered, it becomes difficult to pro

nounce the symbols and formula by any simple rule scheme. For example, 

in a typical definition-dictionary for mathematical systems 7 some defi

nHions run for numbet" of pages· [CRC 1959J. Various definitions for 

the same symbol or fomula can complicate the meaning.For example~ the symbol 

:c can be interpr~ted as 'mean' value of x in statistics and a mere x bar> 

a variable different fr.::>r:t a symbol x. Hith different data bases for dif

ferent subject-areas, different interpretive rules can be easily formu:... 

lated. As far as the pronounciation of mathematical and other formulae 

are concerned, it is pos;'Jible to propose a standard temporary neasure, 

which in the. long run can become necessary for the pronounciation of such 

systems. 

The complexities of mathematical formulae in the printing indus-· 

try computer based typesetting and CRT display have been reported in the 

literature fHF01 1975; KER 1975; 'M'.AR 1967]. 
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As observed by Kernighan (KER 1975 J, ttm major difficulties are 

encountered with respect to mathematical fonnulae. They are: 

1. The text involves a multiplicity of characters, sizes~ and fonts. 

For example, the expression 

sin 2x 
lim (tan x) = 1 
X~ ii/2 

requires an intimate mixture of Roman, italic and Greek letters in three 

sizes and one or more special characters (note: in our reproduction due 

to limitation of type-writer, we nave failed to show the differences of 

type sha?BS, sizes discussed above). 

2. The text involves tr,.ro-dimensional mathematical characters wf.th subscripts, 

superscripts, braces, radial line drawi~gs and positional probl~ms. 

'For example, 

a + 
0 

illustrates such a problem. 

~1 

+ 
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Computer typsetting attempts by Kernighan et al [KER 1975] 

indirectly suggest to us how to generate a description for a given 

fonnul~1. The suggestions are 

1. A description for a math2matical for.mula can be in fragmentary English. 

That is, English sentences peculiar to mathematics are either ungram-

matieal, or incomplete sentences. For example, the input command 

for a typical typesetting formula [KER 1975] will be : 

SUH FROM I -- 0 TO INFDHTY X SUB I = PI OVER 2 

produces: 

00 
.------. L ~\ = -rr/2 
i=O 

>.Jhereas, in ordinary English, the command might be: 

FOR."! THE SUM OF THE VARIABLE X HITH SUBSCRIPT I, HRERE THE 

VALUE O:•' TH.E SUBSCRIPT I IS FROM ZERO TO INFINITY. 

2. Th2 description of a formula is linear and one-dimensional and 

the output is t'.w-dimensicnal. Hence, proper ordering of the input 

,.:rords can ta~ze care of the intended message in the output. 
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A fra~~ntary gra~nar has both production rules end also restric-

t:i.on rules, but a general grammar has only production rules. Thus~ in 

tha example above, an awbiguity is detected where the t:em PI ave;:- 2 is 

used. The question is .whether this term is the property of the subscript 

· d tb · · 1 f th (: .... Lhe • • 1 It · • · 1n ex or .e equr.ra~ence or , a sum 0.1.. var:r.ao_e xi. 1s oov1ous 

that certain restrictions are placed on the interpretation of the input 

to prevent misinterpretation. Thus, the second observation is also 

simultaneously sat}sfied. Fragnentary gra~rs (Or Sublanguages) have 

been investigated and reported in the literature [SAG 1972a, ~972b, 1975a, 

1975b; GRI 1973 } • 'He note thus-, - in a TSC system. frag:nentary transforr:la-

tion of n>.athematical formulae -r...Iill be pr'.Jduced and this should not be 

subjected to further analysis lat~r. 

Speech output corresponding to a given mathemaecal formula in a 

text will aepend on the folloTHing: 

l. Hmo~ is the foroula to be divided into its building blo clcs and repre-

sented as a linear string? 

2. How is the output to be produced so as to make the group~ng clear and 

unambiguous? That is, should we generate necessary silence duration 

bei:T;~een the frag:nentacy words in a formula that can distinguish the out-

put of this fragr::entary words from other ordinary English ~..fords and 

sentences? 
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If ~le assume the break do.m of the fo::::mula in the reverse order 

of its construction, then we can determi11e how to divide the formula 

into its constitu2nts. Kernighan [KER 1975] ob;:;erves : " Equations 

are pictures, constituting a set of 'boxes', pieced together in various 

lvays. For example, something with a subscript is just a box follow·ed 

by another box moved dowm1ard and shrunk by an appropriate amount. A 

fraction is just a box centered above another box, at the right altitude, 

with a line of correct length drmm between them11
• A grammar to generate 

mathematical fon~ulae from a give input description is reported in the 

literature [K..SR 19?5] 

In a TSC system, since tre reverse of the construction, the question 

is~ given a m.athemat!cal formula, how do ·,_ife obtain a closed description 

in a natural lang,.lage suitable for speech synthesis? 

One possibl-a approach to handle a mathematical formula in a TSC 

syste:n is given below. 

3.3.4.1 Vector Reuresentaion of ~hthematical S·vmbols: 
--" ' 

Consider a mathematical formula as a set of elements of a linear 

string. Let each element be stored in an array. Accordingly~ a ma.t:he-

~~tical symbol may be represented as a vector of three elements in the 

following order hat-script, base and shoe-script. A typical vector 
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representation of a t:.1athematical syr,bol is given in figure 3.1. 

1. Hat element ·--.:.Y.. 

2. Rase elem.en t _,":'').. 

3. Shoe elemtmt --__ .,.... 
~-I 

Figure 3.1 Vector representation of a typical ~Athematical 

symbol. 

In an actual vector implementation scheme, the appr~priate elements 

themselves can be stored as three element$ of a vector. For example,. 

a typical representation o£ a mathematical s~bol for ~ation is 

shor..m in figure 3. 2. 

1. Hat el·~ment-~ 

2. Base element-------'» 

3. Shoe element·--~ 

Figure 3.2 Vector 

symbol 

representation of the mathematical 
i""n 
') 
-~--·. 
i=O 
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He assur:1e that recovering the compon::!nts of a math~matlc.:d ;;.>ymbol 

can be done through suitable pattern recognition algorith:n. Ev-en the. 

v<:n:i:ltions of a mathematL:al symbol can be handled in such a Hay that 

they can be repr.~s2nted as a vector. An alternative approach to represent 

a rnathematical forr.1ula and its components \¥ill be to use a list structure, 

as in given in Clapp et al [CLA 1966]. 

3. 3. 4. 2 M.at:d.:t Re::>resentation of Hlthec:-..a.tical Variables: 

A :n.."l.th:ematical fotLnula consists of a matherr.atical symbol~ at least 

one vari7'ihle (!:'ato2:natical variable) nnd an optional mathematical operator~ 

SU(".h as + ,- or /. The eL~rn .. mts of mathematical forrauale are in juxtapo-

sition. In these, however, a variable could be either single di.mens:l.on.ed, 

such a3, in an alphabet, or t:"Cvo-dimensirmBd, as in a ~mbscript~d/ supe·r-

or >Iithout a hat, or shoe-script. Ther2fore:1 tvhile a simple v.:'n:isbL~ 

symbol can be repr~sented as :1: special C<.'tse of a general variable H)":nbol, 

(in ter.ls of thi! displaced sy:nbols attached to it in the ::>ense ot Kernlghan 

[Y..ER 1975)) ~~ g;::ner..al variable S:J11nbol can. be n.:presented 3S ("lerr.-ents of a 

rnatrbc. For c•.x.ample, the vat·iable: 

2 
}".:,• 

~. 

may he composed ::..nd repr~.scnted ;:::~, (':"lt::rr:<~nts o'f o (3x2) me1trix <1s in fi.gure3. :L 



Hat element--? 1-n <~--Superscript element 
I ' 

Base ele::nent -~ I 
Shoz element -7 I ~-- Subscript element 

I 

Figure 3.3 K~trix representation of a typical general 

mathematical variable SY'Jlbol. 

S:tmilarly, a Tensor variable s;nnbol can be brok2n do•..m into 

elements of a (3x3) matrix. 

3.3.4.3 Conversion to Description: 

t.h1.en a nathematical formula is ~o be converted into ordinary 

orthographic form (or directly into phonetic form) su:i.table for speech 

synthesis, the question is t;hich representation (or d~scription) ~dll 

be acceptable? Tiiat is, when a person listens to a description o:f a 

mathe:natical formula, will the person be able to r~construct the d3sc-rip-

t::.~m back to its original form? Omalley et al [OMA 1973] hav-e reported 

ho:.1 listeners identify algebraic e~cpressions when a 300 millisecond 

duration for paranthi!si.s is given. However~ no answer can be giv~n 

on all aspects of the above question. so. we propose the following 

schem~: 
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1. A vector representation of a mathematical symbol should be linearized 

as in figure 3.4. 

2nd element # 3rd element # 1st element # 

Figure 3.4 Linear representation of a vector for a 1nathematical 

symbol. 

~=~===============~==========~=~=============================~=~==== 

The symbol I! represents a potential pause (or silence gap) 

allo:·rable in a linear string to separate the components suitably. Putting 

it dlfferently, the linear representation, in terms of a jClttern will be : 

Base element# Shoe-script #Eat-script f1 

For exa':llple, if we represent; .. }: .. as SU1'1, = as EQUALS, the:t 

i :::: n 

:£-'. - will be converted into the following description: 
i ~ 0 

SIJM if (FROM) f! I EQUALS ZERO il TO If I EQUALS fi N f! 

S.irail::n:·ly, vTill become HITEGR...\TE if BETHEEN !! TIIE LIHITS ti 

ZEE fl TO A t! 

A vector representation of a sim-ple variable appendable to a 

math~matical sy:nbol 1.rill also bt! converted in the same li'.anne:c. 
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For ex3.~ple, 

x will become X BAR 

x v1ill become X DOUBLE DOT 

will become X TILDA etc. 

(Note: we are not interested he::e on the interpretation of a 

variabl~, such X BAc~ is a description, thal't a representation 

for 'mean of the variable x'.). 

2. 1-fnen a mathematical symbol and a simple variable are involved, the 

conversion tlill b?. as follo-ws: 

BASE Nathemati·~al Symbol fr Variable Symbol :'J Limits of 

Base Hathematical Symbol ( range of bounds) :fJ 

lvhere the va·riabl·?. symbol ;.;ill be expanded as above. 

For example, 

lim 3 .• _ .. will be conveYted into a following description 

in our system: 

LIHIT fJ TiiREE TIMES fJ X il AS !J X TENDS fl TO// THO fJ 

Mten two-dimensional variable symbols are encountered along with 

mathematical sy:nbols in an average size mathematical formula~ the conver-

sion can be done as follows: 



Base :'tathel:'latical sy~bol ff Variabl:?. symbol If Shoe-sc~ipt of 

Variable symbol fJ Hat-script of Variable symbol ·ff 

Subscript of Variable symbol ff Superscript of Variable symbol/! 

Lower range of mathematical symbol # Upper range of mathematical 

symbol if 

For exampl~, 

i ~ n 
~---. 

"~----' 
i :: 0 

can be written a3 follows: 

SUN fl X BAR if SUB I 17 R.:\ISED TO PO!fER ff K if FOR if I EQUALS fiZERO!I 

TO # I EQUALS N U 

~.;·1-\er.e this g·enerated descr:iption can be synth~sized into speech later. 

Yfuan ~ore than one identical mathe~atical ST~bol is involved in 

a fornula with respect to a particular variable, such as double subs-

criptcd varL1hles, the usual algorithm for pronounciation appears as 

follot.,r.s: 

1. Count the number of times the same mathematical S)"lJlbol is observed 

i-:l the fo:rmula. 

2. Spell the count. 

3. Spell once the mathematical symbol (or provide the equivalent description). 
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1-;. Spell th2 base variable! symbol (2nd element iu the variable sy:nbol 

matrix). 

5. Spell the other ele::nents of the variable, such as hat--script fro:n 

the matrix representation as in figure 3.3, then the first subs-

sc·ript, then the second subscript and so on. 

7. Spell the 1st range of the mathematical symbol for the 1st subs-

script of the variable. 

8. Spell the 2nd range of the mathematical S}~bol for the subscript 

of the variable and proceed backward until all the ranges have been 

spelled out. 

~ 
/ 
·~ j===l 

can be pronounced as: 

i=n 
\--. 

~ 
1---. 
i>=l 

DOUBLE SUM # X S1JB I {/ COMM..~ if J If I FROM ONE !! TO fJ N II .A,."iDiF 

J FROX mm fl TO il NINE i} 

The problem of r~presenting a mathematical formula as a description 

is more complex than for simple cases we have considered so far. We will 

not go int'> any further deta:lls. 

He now give some algorithms to preprocess a part of a text, 

restricting ourselves to the problems \ve have discussed Jn previous 

sections. 



3.4 Some Proposed Algorith::ns: 

The ai::n of the present section is to provide individual 

algorithms for each problem v1e have discussed above at the preprocessing 

level \.rithout giving the implementation details, such as storage require

ments and cor.:rputation time. Combining these algorithmsinto one algo

rithm \wuld only create a single complicated procedure. In doing this~ 

t,Je would lose the par.:1llel nature of the algorithms. Unfortunately, 

the parallelism of the algorithms introduc0s complexities in undet:

standing the execution of the algorithms themselves. 

To reduce the problem of storage and processing time of different 

-.wrds in an input text, such the problem of type face, size, numerals, 

sp~cial mathematical symbols and special .. ptL.'lCtUd.tion sy-..nbols » we pro

pose a table setup which will be a part of a text. This table will be 

c~lled the Preorocessing table. We assume that this can be provided 

by the publi3her at the time of publication of a text. Otherwise, tt.e 

required information must be computed first before the text can be 

converted into speech. 

3.4.1 Preorocessing Table: 

A pr.~processing table entry is a 4-tuple [PAGE,LUi1~)\vORD,FT...AG]. 



PAGE indicates the page in which preprocessing is r.:~quired.; LINE 

indicates the line: in which the preprocessing is required; ~>lORD 
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indlcates the word to be preprocessed and the type of preprocesstng is 

indicated by F~.G. 

For example, 

45 15 4 6 

might mean that 45th page, 15th line, 4th w·ord (from left of the line) 

and flag value 6 denoting the pr~sence of GREEK. letter(s)~ The flag value 

6 specifies that the preprocessing algorithm has to invoke the subalgorithm 

SPELL at page 45. 

We assume that when a new page of 1nput text is read, the first 

task of the preprocessor will be to compare the current page number with 

the preprocessing table entry PAGE and decide whether the current page 

requires any preprocessing ·or not. Hhen a page number matches with the 

pag~ number in the preprocessing t;::.ble entry PAGE, then the current line 

number is compared with the line number of the preprocessing table entry 

LINE and so on. Hithout going into further details, such a preprocessing 

table v.vill be assumed in the following algorithms. (For a pure mathematic<:ll 

text alten1ative arrangements should be workzd out). 
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3. '•· 2.1 furpo~;~: To conv2rt numerals within a tezt into alphab~ti<: form. 

3.4.2.2 Method 1: 

Isolate the individual digits of.an input numeral and spell. 

StepO Scan an input ,.;ord and if it is not numeral continue to search 

other ir.p~words and no numeral is found terminate the algorithm. 

Stcpl If the input numeral contains a decimal point Invoke DSCI~..AL-PART. 

Step2 Invoke INTEGER-PART. 

Step3 Jump to StepO. 

(End of algorithm) 

//InTEGER~PART// 

StepO 

Stepl 

St.ep2 

Step3 

CHARACTER "f- C.t-IARACTER + 1 

Read a character. If the character is a blank:t terminate the al•so
ri.thm. 

If character is a comma, ignore it and jump to StepO. 

Spe~tl the character. Output pause tJ. Flag the >:mrd. Jump to StepO. 

(End of algorithm) 

I I DF.CI~1A.L-:?A.~T/ I 

CIL\RACTER .,f--. 0 

StepO CHAR.c\CTER ~-· C1L~RACTER + 1 

Stepl Read an input character. 
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Step2: If character is a blank, terminate. "" ... h~'> 1 i""" - a gor o...t.m. 

S tep3: If character is a period, output POINT , output pause U, 

flag the ,.,ord and jump to StepO. 

Step4: Spell the character, output pause fl, flag the Hord and jump to 

StepO. 

(End of algorithm) 

3.4.2.2 Method 2: 

Ignore comma in a nu;:neral and by successive integer division 

obtain thz digits and concatenate the spelled digit \·lith the 

divisor unit and repeat tha operation till all digits are 

spelled out. This will 'Work only for INTEGER. nu:nbers. 

Thus, for example, 1009 in this method -.;.Till be spelled as 

o~E f! THousL~m IJ NI?~'E I!. 

Observation 

Even if the digit contains the cowma to signal digit grouping 

in terns of units (million, thousand, hundred or t;;:ns) method one 

tvi.ll be easy to implement and \Jill be acceptable to all listeners. 

Spelled digits with appe~ded units as given in method 2 above, requires 

stora;s?. and i:1creased processing time. In our proposed algorithm TESCON 

described in chapter 5, r,;e assume method-1 only. 
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3. 4. 3.1 Pur~e: 1. To convert upper-case letters to lowex·-case when 

necessary. 

2. To convert Italic·:/ Bold fnce letters to normal 

size letter. 

3. To convert simple mathernati.cal symbols and formulae 

into an equivalent description. 

This algorithm invokes several subalgorithms. 

i.J'hen a flagge.d page is encounteredt each. line is checked 

and then the words to be normalized are checked foe 

proper preprocessing and so on. 

Certain details, such as the input, output handling both unflagged 

and pages are given in Chapter 5. In the follow·ing setup, PAGER is a 

subalgorithm invoked in the main program which vhen called reads a new 

page for a given input text. 

//PAGER// 

[SAVE PAGE-FLAG) 

PAGE-FLAG{- On' (flag indicates preprocessing) 

Read curr.ent page number. 

Stepl If curr~nt page is blank, terndnate the algorithm. 

(All pages ar'3 assumed to be numbered) 



Step2 Check if current page is flagged undzr preprocessing table 

par.aneter PAGE. 

If true, PAGE-FLAG<-- ON 

Step3 Invo~e LINE-N~~ER. 

(End of algorithm) 

II LINE-NUMBER// 

[SA \'E PAGE-:FLAG ] 

r.nm-FL~G <=-

LHlE COUNT ~ 1 

StepO Scan the lines and fiud the next line. (i.e., the line ivhere, 

non-numeric., non-blank character begins a page "ls a first line.). 

Stepl If LINE-CODNT > M...aximum lines on a page, Invoke PAGER. 

Step2 If PAGE-TIAG is QFY, jump to Stepl1. 

Step3 If current line i.s flagged t:.,;1der preprocessing table: par.:ameter 

set LINE-FLAG~ ON 

Stap4 Invoke WORD-FINDER. 

(End of algorithm) 
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I I HORD-FIND~~-;{/ I 

[SAVE LIIIJE-r"LAGl, HORD-COUNT • Y,JORD-COIDriED, LIHE-COlTNT ~ 

LINE-7.L.AG ] 

LINE-FL<\G <t:--- LINE-FLAGl 

Cf.L\..,..~..:\CTER-COUNT .f-- 0 

StepO : If LinE-FLAG b ON , Invo~e LOGP. 

S tepl :If CHAR.:\L'l'ER-COlJNT ) Ha:dmum number of characters in a line* 

Step2 

St~p3 

Step4 

StepS 

LI£1E-FL~G ~ 0::1' ; Invo~<e LOOP. 

Scan a character on the :Input line. 

If a character i.s a blan!.<:, increm~:1t the · ClUS.AGTER-COIDrr by unity, 

and jump to Step2. 

If a character is a punctuation [. , ; : ? I ], store it~ 

increment \iORD-COTJNT by unity; increment CH.A..~:\CTER-COU:IT by 

t!nity and jump to St~p2. 

Store the non-blank, non-punctuation characters in a •wrd; 

increment the CHA&\CTER-COU.~T by the total number of characters 

stored in the current word, increment the HORD-COUNT by unity; 

jump to St2p2. 

(End of algorithm) 
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//LOOP// 

[s ·\V-r.' r 1.1_. L U~2-YLAGl, HORD-C01JNT, HOiill-COU:EED 9 POINTER] 

St::;pO Set the pointer to a current word of a line. 

Stepl If poi:1ter value exceeds the totnl number of words in a line 

(H!Jli.D-CotJNT 's value) , 

i-IORD-COu'01TED 'r- HORD-COUNTED + HORD-COlif~T 

LINE-FL\Gl ~--- OFF 

Invoke LINE-·Nilli.~:SR. 

Step2 If current line is flagged (LI?~E-:FLAG -~- ON ) , aud if current 

\vord :l.s flagged (r.vhen compared with ·che preprocessing table 

entry parameter [\,'ORD], ) I::v:o:c~ NORMALIZER. 

Step3 Invo1.<e UPPER-CASE. 

(End of algorithm) 

[Note: HORD-COD~T accoHr:ts for the total number of words in a line and 

\JORD-COUNTED gives the value of total number of words processed 

so far]. 

II NOR.'i.·\LIZER/ I 

(FtAG p;:ovide:3 the value of the 4th parameter in the 

preproces.;ing table entry] 

S~ep 'J If FL\G value 1.s 1, Invoke QUOTE. 

Step 1 If 'FLAG value is 2, Invoke :FOOT-I-TOTE. 
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Step2 If FLAG value is 3, Invoke ITALICS. 

Step3 If FLAG value is I Invoke NATHS. , .. 
Step4 Invoke "HORD-·l<'INvER. 

(End of algorithm) 

I /u7PZR-CASE// 

( SAVE : POHITER ] 

StepO Get a character from the input word. 

Stepl If the character is not an UPPER-case letter~ 

POINTER-(--- POINTER + 1; Invoke LOOP. 

Step2 If (character+l) is not an UPPER-case letter, Invoke PROPf~RNA2'-lE. 

Step3 Invoke Nl BREVIATION. 

(End of algorithm) 

I I PROPER:.~~-ill/ I 

[SAVE : POHTTER ] 

Hash the complete input Hord \vith prope;:-name table. 

Stepl If no match is fouud, jump to Step3. 

Step2 Replace the current input word with its <~quivalent table entry 

and flag the word; POINTER f- POINTER + 1 ; Invoke LOOP. 

StepJ R~place the upper-case letter by i!:s equi,Talent lower-case 

lett~r; POINTER -r POINTER + 1 ; Invoke LOOP. 

(End of algorithm) 
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I I /iliB'REVIATION/ I 

StepO 

Stepl 

[SAv"E : POINTER } 

Hash th~ complete input word with abbrevi.::Ition-table. 

If no match is found, Invoke SPELL. 

Step2· R~place the abbreviation by its equivalent table entry;flag the word; 

POINTER of- POINTER + 1 

Invoke LOOP. 

(End of algorithm) 

//SPELL// 

StepO 

Step! 

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

[SAVE : POINTER 

CHARACTER ~ 1 

Read a character from the in?Ut' ~,7ord. 

If the character is blank,POINTERr POINTER+ 1, Invoke LOOP. 

Rash the c!1a·racter with proper-name table and copy the corres-

pending entry, flag the '"ord, introduce pause fJ. 

CI~R~CTER ~ ClA~\CTER + 1 

Jump to StepO. 

(End of algorithm) 
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// OUGTE // 

StepO 

Stepl 

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

StepS 

Step6 

Step7 

StepS 

[ S~>.VE : POINTER ) 

# QUOTE BEGINS # , flag the word. 

Get the next character. 

If the character is blank, jump to Step7. 

Get the FONT-size. 

If FONT-size is equivalent to normal size, jump tn 3tepl. 

Replace non-standard FONT-size by normal size, jump to Stepl. 

Output 0 QUOTE ENDS 3, flag the word. 

POINTER -{- PODITER + 1 

INVOKE LOOP. 

(End of algorithm) 

[Note: Even •.vi thin a quote there may be words requiring preprocessing. 

In QUOTE a few more steps can take carg of them. We have left 

them o•1t here ] • 

//FOOT-NOTE// 

Stepl) 

Step} 

[SAVE : POINTER 

COUNT +-- 0 

Output f! FOOT NOTE 0 , flag the output word. 

Get the next character of the input word. 
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Stcp2 If character is blan:<., POINTZR·~-POINTER + 1, Invoke LOOP. 

Stcp3 If the character is nu:neral, COUNT ·t--" numeral (current character); 

Invoke SPELL-·N1JMERAL. 

Step4 If line-count exceeds t1a:dmum lines in a page, FOOT-NOTE-1-l.AG-<-ON; 

Invo~<.e P.AGER. 

StepS If terminator is encounter£d, Output /!FOOT NOTE OVER II, 

Flag the word ·POINTER f- POINTER+ 1; Invoke LOOP. 

Step6 Replace the current character PO~T-size by normal character 

FONT. 

Stcp7 Jump :'.:o St.epl. 

(End of algorithm] 

[Note: As mentioned earlier, other preproc•2S~ing may be involved here too]. 

II ITALICS // 

StepO 

Stepl 

5tep2 

Step3 

[SAVE POI:-ITER ] 

DOiJBLE-STRESS·-FLAG f- ON 

Get the next character. 

[= HEADER value in A0IALYSER 
given in chapter 5J 

If the character is blank, or a standard character~ 

POINTER-+- POHITER + 1 ; Invoke LOOP. 

Replace italic/ bold faca character by a normal character. 

Jump to StepO. 



/1 NATHS // 

[SAVE POINTER , . COli'"NT ] 

COU;.IT 'f--- 0 

StepO Count the identical mathematical symbols. 

Stepl COuriT = total count. of mathematical symbols. 

Stcp2 If COin-IT ,.,. 0, Invoke VARIABLE. 

Step3 Invoke SPELL-NUNERAL if COlJ"NT > 1, and flag the output ·words~ 

Step4 H:.1sh the mathematical symbol with nathematical-s::;rmbol table and 

ccpy the equivalent description, flag the word, ju:np to Step5. 

Step5 Invoke VARIABLE if matbemat:lcal symbol is absent. 

Step6 POINTERf-POINTE1 + 1, Invoke LOOP. 

(End of algorithm) 

I I SPELL-NL'm::RAL/ I 

[SAVE : POINTER ] 

StepO Hash th.a value o£ count with spell-nmnera.l table. 

Stcpl Copy the equivalent description on the output file. 

Step2 Output pause iJ. 

St2pJ Flag the '"ord. 

POINTER\f-POii'ITER + 1 Invoke LOOP. 

(End of algorithm) 
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II VARIAbLE// 

[SAVE POINTER , COUNTER ] 

COL'NTER ·\- 0 

StepO COL"l-1TER f-- COIDTTER = 2 (this gives the 2nd element - base 

element·- in a vector) 

Stepl 

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

Step5 

Step6 

Step7 

StepS 

Step9 

If base element is blank, 

Invoke...cLOOP. 

Output pause ii. 

POINTER ·f- POINTER + l , 

Hash th~ base element with proper-name table and copy its 

equivalent form, flag the word, COUNTERt-CCUN'l'ER -t-l ~ 

If the current element is not a blankt VARIAJ3LE-r"LAG 

1-lORD-Fl.AG-f-- ON, Invoke SHOE-SCRIPT. 

CO'fJNTER-r COUNTER-2(1st element is given) 

ON,. 

If element is not a blank, VARIABLE ~~\G 

Invoke HAT-SCRIPT. 

ON, WORD-FLAG Q;\f 

COUNTER ~:- COUNTER+lt ( 5th element). 

If element is blank, COUNTERT--COUNTER + l. 

If element is not a blank, Invoke SUBSCRIPT. 

SteplO: COUNTER t- COUNTER - 2 

Stepll: If element is blank, POINTERf-POINTER + 1, Invoke LOOP. 

Step12: Invoke SUPERSCRIPT. 

(End of algorithm) 



II SHOE-SCRIPT II 

StepO 

Stepl 

Step2 

Stcp3 

Step4 

StepS 

Step6 

Step7 

Step8 

[SAVE POINTER , COUNT ] 

If VX~L\BLE-'FLAG is ON and the variable is not blank~ 

ju:.'l.p to Step 6. 

If COUNT = 1, back tract to the nearest mathematico.l sy.nbol 

If no mathematical symbol is found, POINTER f- POINTER + 1, 

Invoke LOOP. 

If shoe-script element is blank, jump to St:ep7. 

Output pause If. 

Spell the shoe-script character by character, flag the words, 

Introduce pause b~t;.reen sny two Hords. 

If VARIABLE-FLAG i3 mi, Invoka IL:'\T-SCRIPT. 

If COUNT ) 1, COi:JNTf-· COUNT - 1. 

If COUNT ,-,Q, "POINTER f- POINTER + 1, Invoke LOOP. 

B.:lck tract one step mid jump to Step6. 

(End of qJ.gorithm) 

II HAT-SCRIPT// 

St2pO 

[SAVE POINTER, COUNT ] 

If VARIABU>-"FLAG is ON, and the variable is not a blank, jump to 

Step5. 

Back tra-:t t(> the nearest matherno.ti.cal symbol. 



Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

StepS 

Step6 

Step7 

Step3 

Step9 
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If no mathematical symbol, POINTER POINTER + 1~ Invo)te LOO?. 

If HAT-SCRIPT is blank, junp to Step6. 

Output pause if. 

Rash the hat-script character by character with symbol table, 

copy the description, flag the words. 

POINTER r l'OINTER + 1, Invoke LOOP. 

If COUNT .> 1, COmTT{- COUl'l'T - 1 . 

If COu~T = 0, jump to Step6. 

Back tract one step and jump to StepS. 

(End of algorithm) 

i/ SUBSCRIPT// 

StepO 

Stepl 

Step2 

St.::p3 

Step4 

StzpS 

[SAv'E : POINTER, COUNTER J 

Get the left-most subscri-pt. 

If subscript is blank, COUNTER f-- COT.J"NTER -2 , Invoke StJ'PERSCRI?T. 

Output pause !J. 

Spell th2 subscript, flag i.:''ne word. 

Left-shift the subscript. 

Ju;np to StepO. 

(End of algorithm) 



II SUPERSCRIPT // 

(SAVE : POINTER ) 

StepO Get the left-most superscript. 

Stepl If sup:::~rscript is a blank, POI}i"TER~POINTER + 1~ Invoke LOOP. 

Step2 Spell the superscript, flag the word, output pause #. 

Step3 Left-shift the superscript and jump to StepO. 

(End of Algorithm) 



CHAPTER 4 

LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF HfPUT TEXT 

4.0 NOTIVATION 

In natural speech communication, a listener decodes a perceived 

speech signal on the basis of certain acoustic cues present in the signal. 

The encoder of the signal (speaker) provides some of the perceptually 

significc.nt cues, such as duration of an utterance, pauses in between a 

pa-r·t of an utter~mce, stress in some portion of an utterance and the 

clear articulation of speech sounds [KLA 1976; LIB 1968; SCR 1968; llif.E 1976; 

VEN 1970; mii 1976]. In addition to decoding the incoming speech signals. 

according to parceived acoustic cues, a listener employs also other factors, 

such as subject matter, familiari~y 'vith the speaker, context of the 

conv2rsation and related matters. Therefore, in a TSC system, it \·rill be 

necessary to introduce at least a mini~al set of acoustic cues that ~re 

not explicitly given on a printed text, such as duration of individual 

speech sounds, stress, pause and letter-to~sound rules of the input alphabets. 
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In this chapter, He briefly inv2stigate sone of the parameters 

of SiJeech, nar.'lely duration, stress, pause and letter-to-sound rules. 

Our nain concern is to u~-:;e the linguistic information computable for an 

tnput English text, rather than the theoritical investigation of such 

linguistic details. Further details are provided in the references 

cited in this chapter. 

4.1 DURATION: 

4.1.1 Definition: 

Every speech sound that is tn be parceived by a normal human 

being has an in'hf'!r\?.nt duration corresponding to the duratlon of its 

ideal articulation in real time. This inherent duration of a speech 

sound is called the ~teady-s~ate duration of a phoneme [RA..'I.i 1973 J. 

Operationally, Klatt [KJ....<\ 1976 J defines the duration in the 

acoustic domain aa the duration of stops (such as p,t, k, b, d, g) 

c:::;rresponding to the duration of ti:12 closure £or stops, while for fric:t-

tives (such as f, z, s, sh) the duration~ corresponds to the interval of· 

curl:>ul~nt fri-:tion noise above some threshold (or to changes in the voicing 

source if no fd.ction energy is visible in the spectrum) and so on. 

In dynzmic speech, ~ve can comput~ the dynamic duration of speech 

sounds frnm thz steady-st:1te duration u~ing the follo~'ling for:nula given 

by Klatt [KLA 1976] ~ 



D ~ K * (D. - D ) , D 
]. i i ~ mn mn 

D. is th'2! dynamic du::-at.ion of a given speech sound • 
] 

D. is the assigned steady-state duration, 
1 

where, 

D~:i.n is the (nverage) absolute minimum duration for a satisfactory 

articulation of a speech sound and K is a factor. For a duration 
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shortening :.:ule K stands for the relationship 0,-c, K -:S 1, "t.;hiLa for a 

dt~ration lengthening rule, K > 1. 

vie no tic.:~ that the systems investigated in chapter 2, ha-,re no 

such rules for the computation of dynamic duration of spe~ch sounds. 

OnJ.y ~he Til":\ system has this facility. Compui:o.tionally, the comput.::1tion 

of the con texts, such as the pi'eceding and following speech sounds, whether 

a g1.ven sound is stressed or not, is necessary in a TSC syst>am. Hm.;t 

various linguistic contexts affect the duration of speech sounds ha'7B 

be?.n r2?ort~d in the literature ·[}lUG 197l+a,l974b; KLA. 1976; UME 1975, 1976]. 

In this thesis we propose the following rules for duration, some which 

arc utilized in our algorithm ANALYZER. 

4.1.2.1 Vowel Duration: 

(a) The duration of a vowel (such as !!.~~-' i ,.£_, u,y) in Englishr 

in a tvord-final syllabl~ before a paus~ (if) is increased by 100% 

(~wice its steady-state du7ation). 
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(b) The vowel duration in a word non-final syllable and before 

a non-pause is shortened. (This will not be included in our algorithm). 

(c) Positional factors that affect tb~ vowel duration include 

a consonant after a vowel: (not incorporated in our algorithm Al~AI .. YZER) 

(i) Vo~.;el duration is shortest before a voiceless stop, such as 

p, t, k. 

(ii) Vm¥el duration is longest before a voicelss fricative, 

such as f, s, sh. 

(d) A vowel that is stressed is longer in duration (roughly 

one and 1-:alf times longer than the steady-state m:lni:nal duration). 

4.1.2.2 Consonantal Duration: 

(a) Position of a consonant relative to the stressed syllable 

and ~ord, or sentence boundary increases the consonantal duration by aoout 

50% of tha steady-state duration of the consonant. 

(b) ~·lhen a consonant is both preceded and fo.lloW'ed by other conso

nants, the middle consonant is reduced by about 50% in its s~eady-state 

duration and in an uni-consonantal context (either preceded or followed · 

by a consonant), the reduction in the duration of the consonant under 

study is about 25%. 

Consonsntal duration modifications are not :i.:nplemented in our 

algorithm A~TALJZER. 
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l;. L 3 D11ration of function words: 

The duration o£ function words, such as of, _!:_he, !:.~' ~, in, 

is the sum of the mir!imal duration of the individual constituents 

(i.e., the vowel's and consonant's in it). 

While Umeda [UHE 1976] provid2s a detailed analysis of the dura-

tional aspects of speech sounds in a Text-to-Speech Synthesis context~ 

these studies ar·e based only on three or four speakers and therefore the 

inclusion of such details in a TSC is questionable. Klatt [KLA 1976) 

considers many other factors that affect the duration of dynamic speech 

sound3. Computation of all these conte~ts also requires large storage 

nnJ processing time. 

In order to incorporate the dynamic duration of speech sounds in 

a TSC system, the following is proposed: 

(a) The specification of t:1e dynamic duration of speech sounds 

should be part of the selection rules for every speech sounds. For example, 

lnt- @ repr-esent a vritten symbol :tn a language L, and $ b0 its 

equivalent sound code. Let + represent the increment in duration and 

(-) represent the decrement in duration t·7here either of the symbols + or 

can follow $ . Let ~ represent the fractional numeric value of the dura-

tion used in the increment: or the decrement of the duration of a speech 

socmd. L2t & represent a definable context before which $ can occur. 
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Tht:~n we can define the following two rules: (--r represents re~.;riting ) 

(i) Context Sensitiva Rule: 

@& ----7 $+N (or $ - N) 

''here N f- 0~ and the inherent duration of $ is assumed to exist. 

(ii) Context_Xree Rule: 

where the duration of the $ is assumed to exist and 

and is nini<nal. 

Notice that '<e have only one rule in our TSC system, namely the 

duration incremental rule (DTR). The decrement in inplied by the minimal. 

dv.ratio11 of a speech sound. 

(b) A rule c~mnot be selected, that is, the duration modif:I.cation 

cannot be computed, unless the linguistic context is comuutzd. For 

exampl-e, the presence or absence of a pause indicating a phrase '!Joundary, 

such a3 

possible phrase boundaries, numb~~r of syllables in an in~mt "ord to 

ckten;ine the stress assignment~ are all computable. After. preprocessin,s, 

the input text in the Pnttern Recogntion block (block A in figure 2.1)~ the 

linguistic block (block B in figure 2.1) must compute the context3 and other' 

linguistic info:";Mtion. Th~ necessary minimal analysis of an input text 

as an algorithm is proposed in chapter 5. 



l;.2 St:cS:ss: 

4.2.1 Definition: 

The 'prominence' that is perceivable in any spo~en syllable is 

called str-ess. Acoustically, stress is realized through interacting 

parameters~ such as duration, intensity and fu~damental frequency. Thus, 

a stressed syllable ~rill b~ usually high in voice-pitch, lo:1g and loud 

[GAI ·1-967]. 

Stress increases the vowel duration (cf. 4.2.1 (d)). The increase 

of duration in a stressed vo~~el is o~e-~•d hali.times the normal duration 

of a voi~el~ 

4.2.2 T:roes o£ Stress: 

There are three types of stresses in English. The first one is 

called the lexical stress, the second is phras~ stress and the third is 

emphatl~ stress. 

4.2.2.1 Lexical Stress: 

Following the method for constructing standard English dictionary~ 

such as Oxford Dictionary, Random House Dictionary> the simplest way to 

so:!,v~ the problem of lexical stress for written words is the creation of a 
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dictionary hewing hand-coc12d pi:o:1etic entries and stress <' ... .cn:·k for eJch 

entr<.J. This approach has been utilized in various ways in so:ne of the 

existing systems [co:z 1973; TER 1958; lJ}iE 1975; ALL 1976]. 

The second general method is the assignment of stres3 by rules. 

Basically a set of rules, such as rules for root stress~ suffi~ stress, 

Foreign-stress, Anacrusis stress and pretonic stress [SLO 1974] and 

a set of exceptions to each rule. ~ke up L~e stress-by-rules schemes. 

Theore.tical studies have centered around such schemes and are reported 

in the literature [ CHO 1968; HOA 1971; EOA 1973; SET 1974; SLO 1974]. 

In a TSC system context, certain practical approaches with ad hoc rules 

are reported in the literature [BRO 1970; GAI 1958; RAB 1969]. 

The motivation to use a rule scheme for stress cnalysis comes 

frora the study of English Orthography by Dolby et al [DOL 19&3a; 1963b; 

1964; P~S 1966; v~N 1970]. These studies show that approximately 95% ol 

the present day English vocabularJ (in writt~3 form) can be handled by 

rules. The remainirg5% can be handled by a dictionary of exceptioP.s~ 

Also rules can predict the stress assignment for new ·Hords that may 

not be found in a dictionary. Thus, rule approach is much general 

and pragmatic. 

Hajor results relevant to our purposes of stress assignment based 

on the above studies and of others [PTX 1945; PftL 1956; NIC 19151 is 

su~~rized by the following set of rules: 
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(a) Function ~,rocds such as ~1 ~E:_, th<:_, at_, on are not stressed unless 

emphasised (PIK 1945]. 

(b) All non-function Hords a-re called content words by Ptke [PIK 19l;5 J. 

Content ~vords are composed of the follo•J~ing : Roots which are free forms, 

such as -~' ~~.::_, lc::ok; bound forms that cannot come as free forms in 

English, such as the form -ceive in conce1v~, re.::_eive etc; and E!ither 

free or bound forms with affixes, such as the suffix -ic 

etc.,, th,e: prefix in .EE.etend, p_refer and so on. 

(i) All free roots are streesed, excepting the function -vmrds. 

(It is possible that even function \JOrds may be stressed in mathe;natical 

fotl!lulae, as S"lm.m in chapter 3). 

(ii) If a suffix is pr~sent in a word, the suffix >rill determine 

the place of stress in a -.;wrd. In the absence. of a suffix~ the prefix 

v7ill determine th2 place of stress in a 'vord. 

Fol.lmdng Gaitenby [GAI 1968] \.;e can formulate ad hoc rules for 

st:r:ess in English as follol..:rS: 

l, Stress the first syllable of two and three syllable words,. if no 

affix is present in the word or the word is not- a function word without 

emphasis. 
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2J If a suffix is present, stress the syllable preceding the suffix. 

3,. If a prefix is found, stress the next syllable (that is the syllable 

after the prefix). 

4~ For exception words, such as child, hash the word with exception 

dictionary a~d copy the phonetic form including the. stress. 

5., In all other cases proceed to stress depending on the number of syllables 

in the input ,,rord. 

:For the purposes of deciding the number of syllnblcs in an 

input ;.;ord, 1.,re assume the follo'ioling criteria based on Dolby [DOL 1953a; 

1963b]. 

(a) Count the number of orthog1·aphic vowels, such as -~' :=..~ i, _:::, ~, X. 

in a given input '"ord from ·left to right.· 

(h) A ... ord final ~, such as in deter::rlne, prepare, should not b2 counted 

as a syllable provided that there is at least a syllable· in the word 

othe'L· than 'toloni final e (This rule will ensure th~.tt the final e is 

counted in 1..vords like he, she, be, the, etc.) .. 

(c) When tT.-'O or more vowels come tog~ther such as in meet~ meal, fail, etc~, 

consider the vowel sequence as a single vowel, hence count Jll as one 

syllable. 
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Stress rules are i£1Cor.porated in our algorith:n in the next 

chapter. 

4.2.2.2 Phrase Stress: 

If we view an English sentence as composed of phrases, such as 

noun pln:ase, verbal phrase, etc., then every phrase has a ~·mrd. in it 

called the head-word which gets emphasised ( traditionally kno-w-n as a 

subject, verb, and object). A pause (discussed in the next section) i.o 

introduced after the head-~.;ord and the presence of punctu::ttion marks, 

such as comma, p:>.riod, question mark, etc., signify the potential pause 

at phrase boundaries i.n English. Acoustically, the fundamental frequ

ency at the phrase boundaries show a decrease in the frequency and inten

sity and results in a silence gap of significa:J.t natura. 'For example, 

if •11e read aloud a sentence in English, such as 

"After running a long distance # he was sudd2nly aware # that 

he had gone ff too far.". 

i·lhe;:-e the symbol !i is introduced to illustrate our point, though such 

a sy7:1bol never co:nes in a t~xt. 

Phrase level stres has been investigated and reported in the 

literature [ALL 1976; 1-l:AT 1966; BRO 1970; GAI 1972]. The following 

at hoc rules are proposed to handle phrase level stress in a TSC system. 
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1, Any content ~"ord before a punctuation is a potential head-word. 

Hencet it receives a phrase level stress. 

2, Any content ~wrd before and after an c>.uxiliary verb, such as .~s ~ vas 

has, etc.,and all function words , other than the function w·ords~ can be 

a potential h2ad word. Hence, it is given a phrase level stress. 

3, Potential head-words receive double stress while all other content 

words receive a single stress. 

For exa~ple, in a santence, such as : 

A__Tall ~ .. :f!smg Man was Looking at him., the words Tall, Strong, ~.an and 

Locking .are all cont,~nt ~mrds, but only Tall and Han are head-words, 

and receive double stress (Capital letters have been used to signify 

the content words in the above S£:~ntence.L · 

The phrase level stress assignment as per our ad hoc rules are 

incorporated in our ANALYZER algorithm i:1 t'i1e next chapter~ 

4.2.2.3 Em!lhatic Stress: 

Any word, including a function wo1:d, may be stressed to sig!lify 

emphasis. Italics, bold face or under-scori.ng,ar~ all the techniques 

used to empha~is a word. He have provided a sub-a.lgorithm //ITALICS// 

to produce emphasis in an input text in chapter 3. Emphatic stress 

vill be consid~red as double stress and it will over-ride all other stresses. 
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4.3.1 Definition: 

A pause is a sil~~nce gap in a speech uttera:tce conveying scm<~ 

inforuation. Acoustically, ther-e is zero-spectrum for a given duration 

of a pause. In our analysis the symbol IJ is used to signify the pr-esence 

of a pause. 

4.3.1.1 Word Pause: 

Any t.'>W content words are separated by a pause. 

4.3.1.2 ?hrase P~use: 

Tvm pause mark.3 signify the boundaries of phrases. 

4.3.1.3 Sentence Pause: 

Three paus~s nark the boundaries of sentences. 

Hore than three pauses signify the end of a paragraph. 

4.3.2 Pause Rules: 

1. Int-cc-duce one after ev~ry content vord. 
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2. Introduce t~.;o pauses •r~h~m a punctuation ~a:;:k, such as co::-:::1a._, is 

encoantered, or an auxiliary verb is encounteredt such a3 has, have,etc. 

3. Introduce three pauses before a sentencej final punctuation marks, 

such as period, question u~rk, etc. 

4. Introduce a pause if the algorithm for preprocessing is imTcked ;.;hen 

a special word is encountered as discussed in chapter 3. 

5. Introduce a paragraph pause -wh<m a few characters (non-blanks) are 

followed by many blanks or when blank lines are introduced to designate 

a paragraph. (In ou·.c algorithm ANALYZER \ole have not provided for 

paragraph pauses, though this could be easily incorporated if desi~ed). 

4.4. Letter-to-sound Rules: 

Spelling a -word (i.e., character by character namng in a •.wrd) 

is not an aid in the pronounciation of a word. To transfor.n written 

synbols in a word, '>Te require letter-to-sound rules in a TSC system. 

Letter-to-sound rules have been inY~stigat~d and reported. in the 

literature [ AIN 1973; THO 1958; CHO 1963; GA~~ 1964; 

NAT 1963; 1-IAG 1968; VE~T 1970]. 

HOL 1964; 

Both the BTL system [Nci 1974] and the rJRL system [ELO 1976] 

have adopted the KU system's rules [AIN 1973] for letter-to-sound conversions. 

\Je propose the following modificntion to these rules: stress, pause~etc>) 

Hill appear in the rules with the gi'~len necessary cor!text to help in the 

transfor.nation of letters to sound. NRL system [:SLO 1976] reflects our 

C0'1cep tion. We lea?e out the details here. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE TESCON ALGORITlL'1 

5. 0 PU?J'OSE; 

In this propose a new algorithmt 'fESCON (TExt-to-Speech - -

CONversion). In TESCON, He have ie1tegrated the preprocessing algorithm~ 

ST.Ai'JDi>.RDIZER, developed in Chapter 3, and the ANALYZER algorithm, 

't.;hich -;Jill be d;;:veloped in this chapter .:.nd corresponds to the rules 

of lingu5.stl.c analysis given in Chapter 4, and a TUNER algorithr.t to r;une 

the syste:n. Thus, TESCON ~vlll accept an input text in English orthogra-

phy. It will preprocess and analyze it and produce, a phonetic output 

suitable for speech synthesis. 

In the course of the development of the TESCON algorithm, we will 

avoid repeating the STANDARDIZER algorithm. This algorithm is listed 

in table 5.2 at the end of th:ts c~apter. For the sake of conveneience, 

all algorithms daveloped in this thesis will also be listed in various 

tables at the end of this chapter. 
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In this chapter, '"e employ the concept oE a sub-system discussed in 

figure 3.1 to illustrate the functional aspects of our algorithm. First, 

,.;e provide an overvier,; of the subsystem-composition af the TESCON algo~ 

rithm. 

5.1 SUBSYSTE~fS OF TESCON: 

The TESCO~ algorithm is composed of the following four subsystems: 

1. the TUNER, 

2. the ST.t\..~DA-."WIZER, 

3. the ANALYZER, and 

l •• the OUTPUTTER. 

Of these, the 0~1PUTTER can be considered as an integrated sub-

system of ti1e acoustic and engin-eering subsystems (block C and D in figure 

2.1) mentioned earlier. This is beyond the scope of this thesis and is 

n?por::ed in the literature [HOL 1963; THO 1971]. T~ provide a clear 

understanding to the reader, t.;e describe each of these three subsystems, 

na:nely, TUNER, STA"~DAiilliZER, and A.~ALYZER in two sub-sections~ Sub-

sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 explain the purpose of the subsystem, 

and the subsections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3 provide the necessary 

algorithms. 
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5. 2 .1. 1 PU:{POSE: ·-----

(i) to id~nti£y the general subject area of the input texts 

such as Scientific and non-Scientific in?ut, 

(ii) to identify the sub-area o£ the input text, such as Linear 

Algebra, Software, Magnetic resonance, etc., 

(ii:!.) to identify the language of the input text, such as natural 

language, fo nnal 1 anguage, pro grammlng langu.age, etc. !r 

(iv) to identify the sub-classification of the identified language, 

such as &~erican English, British English, etc., 

(v) to identify the data base from among the many data bases 

storad in an auxiliary storage device. This selected data 

base \vill provide the propernames, abbreviations, etc. 1 for 

the sub-area selected in (ii) above , 

(vi) to identify ;1nd retrieve the preprocessing table given at 

the begining of an input text or compute the same for a 

given text, 

(vii) to store in core memory the funetion wordst suffixes etc., 

(viii) and to Initiate the subsystems in the preprocessing algorithm~ 
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5. 2 .1. 2 ASSm1?TIO:'!S: 

The T~E:.:t sub-system assumes the existence of the following 

Information: 

(a) Each input text '"ill have an area-code and sub-area code 

'\·7hich a:-e unique, such as s;n;cific code for various sub

areas in mathematics, like a four digit number for each 

area, e.g. 2121 for Topology in Hathematics~ 2163 for 

Experi:nental Psychology and so on. This will be prov-ided 

at the begining of the input text or will be computed 

from the area names specified in alphanumeric characters. 

(b) Each input text will have a 4-tuple (Page, Line, \.ford, Flag) 

to help in selecting proper sub-algorithms during the p·re-

processing of press-style problems. This ~vill be in a table. 

(c) Each input text "tvill have a language code and a sub-l:mgua.ge 

code. Values a'~e assumed to be for American Engl:ish by d~faalt. 

(d) ~~t~ of speech preferr~d, speech dialect, ~tc.~ will be either 

provided at the begining of the input text or by default 

to be ap-proxiw..ate]y 150 'ilords/ minute for standard American 

E-:~glish. 
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5.2.2 THE STA:.\iDARDIZER: 

5.2.2.1 PURPOSE: 

(:i.) to identify the numerals and convert them into an equivalent 

description (either in phonetic form or in English Orthography), 

(ii) to Identify the various press-style proble!llS, such as Capital-

letter and font-sizes, 

(iii) to provide proper description for quotes, and foot-notes, 

(iv) to convert ma!:hematicol symbols and formulae into equivalent 

description in either English orthography or in phonetic form, 

(v) to set word flag Q.tJ
1 

when a phonetic ' description is generated 

for numerals., or press-style problems or·mathematical symbols, 

etc. This will prevent further processing under A~ALYZER 

't.Jhich handles the normal English orthographic input other 

than those handled under the STANDARDIZER. 

5.2.2.2 ASSUXPTIONS: 

The following information are assumed to exist ,.,ith 

r~spect to the STc~~D.~~IZER: 

(a) The input te:~t is in English or in one cf the languages 

acceptable to the system. 
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(b) h'hen an unidentified symbol is encountered,. such an Jnvertad 

question mark, and hypen, these will be i~1ored for the 

present or they do not exist as far as the syste:n is concerned. 

(c) The description for mathematical symbol will be provided either 

as a set of data or in a data base. Complex symbols that 

cannot be handled by the algorithm in its existing form, will 

be ignored. 

(d) J;.7hen a description exclusively in IPA code is required, the 

system>will be provided w:i.th suitable rules. In all other 

cases, only ASCII character description will he provided 

by the system. 

(e) There is no rule to resolve a~biguity in the expansion of 

abbrevtations. It is assumed that the data base vrill 

contain proper expansions. Hhere t-;,To different deset"iptions 

exist, the description £rom sub-area data base will be preferred. 

(f) The character by character pronounciation for numerals is 

assumed. For example, 15 will be pronounced here as one if 

fi~, rather than fifteen. We can provide alternatb1e algorithm 

to generate other descriptinns, such as fifteen. 
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5.2.3.1 PU~POSE: 

(i) to compare a given input word with the exception dictionary and 

copy the corresponding phonetic form if an entry exists in the 

exception dictionary, 

(ii) to check "tvhether a given word is flagged and if so~ not to 

to p-rocess it ? 

(iii) to count the nnmber of characters in an input word, 

(iv) to count the number of syllables in a ~wrd, 

> 

(v) to det~rmine ~-rhether a giv-en input word is a function \·lord 

or a content trord (function words are given in a dictionary), 

(vi) to compute whether an input word cont:lins a suffi:t, or prefix 

or both and if so, where to stress on the word (:Le., which 

syllaole a::1d character counted from the left), 

(vii) tc decide whether a given word is a head-word or not, 

(viii) to decide whether the duration of a final syllable in a word 

is to be increased and by how uuch7 
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(ix) Hhere to introduce pauses, and 

(x) to convert a given alphabet in an in}lut word into its 

corresponding phonatic form based on the context, duration, 

stress and other conputad information applying let:ter-

to-sound rules for each of the characters in the input word. 

5. 2. 3. 2 ASSu:iPTIONS: 

{a) L~ttzr-to-sound rules for proper English dialect exist 

either in the data base or as an external data. 

('!:l) The input £rom this algorithm is in ASSII code nnd an equi-

v<1lent phonetic code may be generated by another algorithm~ 

provided such an algorithm exist in the system. 

(c) The Output from this algorithm can be converted into spectrum 

specification by an algorithm given by Thosar [THO 1971]~ 

which in turn produces Sfleech output. 

{d) All non-function words, non-punctuation symbols can be 

considered as content words. 

5. 3 ALGORI'LH?-! TESCON: 

Invoke. TU~IER. 

Invo~e. STA:-ID.:L'WIZ"SR, 

(not discussed here) 
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Invoke Ai~ALYZER. 

Invoke OUTPUTTER. 

Terminate the algorithm. 

5. 3.1 Algorithm TlJ~'IER: 

( Note that the variables, such as ACODE,. SCODE,c.tc.~ are a1phanu::neric 

or numeric ) 

StepO 

Stepl 

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

StepS 

Read code for major subject area ACODE. 

If the code is not blan.!<, compute ACODE~ jump to Step2. 

ACODE +-- 001 (fi~tion) 

Re2:(t sub-area code SCODE. 

If SCODE is not blank, compute SCODE, jump to Step3. 

SCODE +-- 002 ·(modern fiction) 

Read language code LCODE. 

If LCODE is not blank, compute LCODE, jump to Step4. 

LCODE ~ 777 (E:NGLISH) 

Read dialect code DCODE. 

If DCODE is not blank, compute DCODE, jump to StepS. 

DCODE '<-- 888 (standard American) 

Read preprocessing table PREPROS. 

If the first entry i.n PREPROS is blank, set PRF.PlWS-FLAG 

jump to Step7 

OFF, 
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St<.~p6 Compute the address of dictionary (abbreviation~ propernames etc) 

CO?--!CODE f-- ACODE + SCODE 

Copy contents of locations starting at address computed under 

CONCODE into DICTIO~lARY. 

Step7 Copy affixes into AF~IX. 

Step8 Copy function words into FUNCTION-WORDS. 

Step9 Copy Clobal inforrr~tion in GLOBAL. 

SteplO Read letter-to-sound rules. If nor rule exist in data, 

copy r.ulr;?.s from storage device into RULES. 

Stepll Read PREPAGE table" 

Stepl2 If prepage taole is blank, set TOTAL-LINES 30 

TOTAL-PAGES f-- 100 

TOTAL-CHARA.CTER c-70 (in a line of text) 

Stepl3 Invoke STAliDARDIZER. 

Stepl4 T2tninate the algorith~. 

5. 3. 2 i\LC-CRIT1I~ ST.l~u.\lDARDIZER: 

StepO Invoke PAGC:R ( ••• see chapter 3) 

Stepl Invoke &'i!AL'IZF.R. 

Step2 Terminate the algorithm. 



5. 3. 3 .&~GORITHM hliALYZER: 

[SAVE : \-JOlU1-CO'!.JNTED. , HORD , HEAD ] 

HORD ,,.;-- 0 

StepO : WORD 1-- HO?..D + 1 
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Stepl If HORD is greater than HORD-COUl-nED, teminate the algorithm. 

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

StepS 

Stcp6 

Step7 

If HOPJ)-FLAG is m1, jump to StepO. 

Invoka CONPARATOR. 

Invokz SYL~I7IER. 

Invoke Al<FIXER. 

If \WRD = 1, jump to StepO. 

SeepS Invoke STRESSER. 

Step9 Invoke PAUSER. 

SteplO: Invoke RULES. 

Stepll: Jump to StepO. 

II CON? ARi\.TOR/ l 

StepO 

Stepl 

Step2 

Compare input HORD with exception dictionary entries. 

If .:m equivalent entry is found, copy the phonetic form, 

flag the \vord. 

Tet:ninate the algorithm. 
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I /SYI-AJHFIER I I 

StepO 

Stepl 

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

StepS 

Stepo 

[SAVE : SYLABLE-CO~~TT) 
SYLABLE-COUNT-,--- 0 

CHAR.:\CTER ~-- 0 

CHARACTER i- CHARACTER + 1 

Scan a character from the word (input). 

If character is blank 9 terminate the algorithm. 

If character is not one of [A, E, I, 0~ U, Y], jump to StepO. 

If characi:a is (E] and (charactE:r+l) is blank and 

SYLA'i3LE-COUNT ·~ 1, jump to StzpO. 

If (character+l) is ona of [A,E,I,O,U,YL jump to StepO. 

SYLABLE-CotJNT f-· SYLABLE-COHNT + 1 

Step7 Jmnp to StapO. 

(Note: Uord final 3::. is dropped in Step4 provided there is at least o:le 

other vowel in the word. StepS ensures that consecutive vo~els 

are not counted as separate vm•el3). 

i /AFFI'£~R/ I 

[SAVE : SYLABLE-COUN1' ] 

If SYL.A.JH .. E-CDI.JNT = 1, jump to StepS. 

Stepl Check if there is any suffix itt the \<Tord. 

Step2 If there is suffix, move backward and compare characters 1-1ith 

[A,E,I,O,U,Y] , and if a vowel is found, introduce stress mark (') 

nf ter thz vm•el, j u:np to ~; tep5. 
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Step4 

Check if the input "t.mrd has any prefix and if y~,. findout 

the first vowel after the prefix, introduce the stress mark 

(') nf:ter the vowel, jump to StepS. 
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Count the second syllabic vmvel (vowel in the second syllable) 

and introduce the stress mark (') after it. 

Terminate the algorithm. 

//HEADER// 

[SAil!!: : WORD-, HEAD HEAD{-- 0 

StepO If input word WORD is a function word, juap to Step4. 

Ste?l ; If input HORD is a punctuation [. , ; : ? ! ] 

WORD <:- iWRD - 1 , EEAD -;-- 2 Output p:a.u3e !Ji'l, jump to Stepl}. 

Step2 HEAD 7--- 1 , Output pause fj • 

Step4 Terminate the algo!ithm. 

I /STRESSER/ I 

StepO 

Stepl 

[SAVE : WORD, HEAD ) 

If HEAD = 2, scan the ~vord backward until the stress mark is 

found, lntr.oduce another stress, Output +1.5 after the vowel. 

(Dur."'ltion of doubly stressed vowel has been increased by 50% ) 

Ter!ninata the algorithm. 



//PAUSER// 

[SAVE : WORD, HZ.~] 

StepO If HEAD ~ 1, intocluce +.25 after the final VOi·Tel in the word,jump to 

StepS. 

Stepl If HORD is !J, output +. 75 after if, jump to StepS, 

Step2 If ~;;o::m is #ff' output +1.25 after #If, jump to StepS. 

Step3 If \VOP..D is lit!#' ouput +2.0 after thrlf, jump to StepS 

Step4 If HORJ is ffi1!! ' output +5.0 after J!-1Jf;!( ) 
u 1r t. 1 • • • • 

StepS Terminate the algorithm. 

//RULES// 

[SAV2 : WORD, HEAD] 

Ci-L\l1ACTER f- 0 

StepO CHARACTER ',-' - CHARACTER + 1 

St.epl If cur::ent CHARACTER is not cne of [A,B~ ••••••• ,Z] ~or no_tr a bl'lnk, 

copy the CHA~~CTER on Output file, jump to StepO. 

Step2 If current ClL\Il<\CTER is blank, ter..1inate the algorithm. 

St·.:!p3 Transform the character with the help of. proper rules and 

header value etc. Copy the transformed form. on output file. 

St:ap4 Jump to StepO. 



Name of Sub-algorithm 

TUNER 
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Function of a given Sub-algorithm 

Tune the system for subject 

area of input text!} proper data 

base identification etc. 
_.._ ___________________________________________________________________ _ 

Table 5.1 The TL~ER sub-algorithm of TESCON and its function. 

Nz,me of Su.b-algori thm 

NTJMER.i.\L 

INTEGER-PART 

DEl;J:MAL-PART 

Function of a given Sub-alzorithm 

Activates INTEGER-?ART 'l.vhen 

a numeral is integer, otherclise 

for a decimal activates DECir~-

PART. 

Isolates the digits in an integer 7 

and spells them. 

Isolates digits and period and 

spells them. 

Table S.l(a) NL~ER.~ sub-algorithm of TESCCN and its function. 
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N.1.~ne of Sub-algorithm Function of a given Sub-algorithm 

PAGER Reads-in one page of an input text 

and activates the sub-algorithm 

LINE-NUMBER. 

LINE-NUHBER Points to a non-blank line in an 

input page and activates the sub-

algorithm \..JORD-FINDER. 

Hmm-FINDER Isolates non-blark words from an 

input text and stores them in an array. 

It activates the sub-algorithm LOOP. 

LOOP Checks the input word for possible 

preprocessing for press-style_ etc, .. and 
J 

activates the sub-algorithm NO&'i,\.LIZER 

if necessary; otherw-ise activates 

UPPER-CASE for normalizing capital 

letters that begin a word. 

----------
Table 5.2 Sub-algorithms of ST,~fDARDIZER and their Functions_ 



Name of Sub-algorithm 

UPPER-CASE 

PROPEIL'fA~1E 

ABBREVIATION 

SPELL 

NO&\fALIZER 

11"/ 

Function of a given Sub-algorithm 

Checks ~·7hether a given input \Wrd 

is a propername and if so activates 

PROPE&~&~E. Otherwise, activates 

ABBREVIATION. 

Copy the equivalent phonetic form 

for a propername when possible,. other

tvise converts a. capital letter to 

a lm.;er-case letter. 

Copy .the,:expansion for a given abbre-

viation when possible, ot.her',.,.ise, 

activates SPELL. 

Isolates the characters of a word and 

provides {:haracter-pronounc.iations. 

Activatas QUOTE,FOOT-NOTE, ITALICS 

and HA11IS depending upon the pre

process required. 

Table 5. 2 STANDARDIZER' s Sub-algorith:::s and their funct:ions continued. 



Na:ne of Sub-algorithm 

QUOTE 

FOOT-NOTE 

ITALICS 

HATHS 
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Function of a given Sub-algorithm 

Identifies the begining and znding 

of a quote and signals the presence 

of a quote in a text,in a given page~ 

Signals the presence, begiuing and ending 

of a foot-note in a text, when the 

foot~notes appears at the bottom of a 

page. 

Identifies Italics and Bold-face letters 

in a text and signals that those words 

require double-stress and converts them 

to normal characters. 

Identifies mathematical symbols and f~'"lrmulae 

and provides a description for them. 

Table 5.2 ST<~lDARDIZER's SUB-algorithms and their functions 

(continued)~ 



Name of Sub-algorithm 

CO}IPARATOR 

SYLABIFIER 

AFFI:X.ER 

HEADER 

STRESSER 

PAUSER 
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Function of a given Sub-algorithm 

Compare a given input word ~r:i.th 

exception dictionary entries and 

copies the equivalent form if any. 

Determines the number of syllables 

in a given input word. 

Determines whether a given input 

word contains any prefix or suffix 

or both and det:nnines which syLlable 

should be stressed. 

Determines w·hether a given input \vord 

is a potential head-word of a possible 

phrase. 

Finds out ><~here in a given input word 

double stress marks are given and 

increases the duration accordingly. 

Finds out the pause Inarks in an· ··. 

input text and increases the duration 

of silence gap accordingly. 

Table 5. 3 Sub·-algorithll!s of ANt-\LYZER ~md th:dr functions. 



Name of Sub-algorithm 

RULES 

JZO 

Function of a given Sub-algorith:n 

Determines whi.ch rule· is to be applied 

for a given character in an input word 

within a given context, such as 

preceding and following sound (or 

symbol) , duration modifier present after 

the symbol, etc. Produces a phonetic 

code for each symbol based on letter--

to-sound rules. 

Table 5.3(a) ANALYZER's Sub-algorithms and thtdr functions continued. 



CTLL\PTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

6.0 Our C:m1tributions: 

In chapter 2, >V'e investigated some existing systems on TSC 

by rules. This survey has shown these systen;.s · are primitive arid , 

incapable of becoming a TRUE TSC system as they pres£>ntly exist. Thus, 

the first objective of this thesis, that is, to provide a state-of-art 

study on TSC by rules has been achieved. 

In chapter 3, we have investigated some of the press-style 

problems encountered in a text not presented in the literatures. Even 

though we have considered only a limited number o£ press-style problems, 

'"e feel this to be only a beginning. These problems show the need for 

close cooperation b~tween the publishers and the computer industry for 

standardization of certain aspects of printing styles and the necessity 

to provide a preprocessing table. To our knowledge~ the idea of providing 

preproc~ssing table at the beginning of a text is new. Even an elementary 

121 
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investiga.tion of th,2 prablems of converting mat£1-~matical systems into 

a descriptive system is very complex) requiring variations in the 

press-styles to be eliminated in the future. We believe that the inves-

tig~tion of toe problems connected with the conversion of mathematical 

system is a very useful area of research for the future. 

In chapter 4, we have developed operational rules for the analysis 

of \Wrds in English and suggested a ne'll algorithm to handle the problems 

of stress assignment, duration modification, and the introduction of pausses 

in a text. The idaa of using function '!lords to signal the boundari~s 

of najor phrases and the presence of potential head-worcls of a phrase 

is new. Others have used £unction words to distinguish them from other 

cont,~nt vmrds and have avoided stressing the function >.;rords. Our approach 

for syntactical analysis requires minimum'computation tine and storage 

when compared to all other systems we have investigated. 

In chapter 5, we have provided an int'2grated TESCON algorithm to 

hac~He a TSC -by-rules system. Though we have leftout many details 

that: may be required at the time of implementation, we have provided 

a clear overJiew of the system. The details, we feel, can be included 

but depend, upon whether one is using parallel processing, micro-

processors, programming languages, etc. i·ie leave the details of 

such iDplementation problems for future analysis. Even in 



our algorithms, we have avoided structured progranm1ing concepts. The 

reason for this is that in the TSC systems that we have investigated, 

many programmi::tg languages having different structures have been suc.cess-

fully utilized. By far, we narrowed out attention to two possible 

programming languages, namely, SNOBOL utilized in [ELO 1976} and FOP:fR..t\i't

SLIP used in tha TIFR system [THO 1971). Variables in out algorithms 

are glohal in the same sense as SN030L variables but can be changed 

depending upon t:>e actual implementation. Hence, ;;.1e have not gone into 

details here. 

In this thesis we have used a pragmatic approach in the conception 

of a true TSC system. He feel that this approach closely follo;.rs our 

intuition in tha course of reading a text in r~al time. Thus, our alga-

ri tl1ms are open-ended. 

In the ~CESCON algortthm we have offered pract:ical suggestion3 

regarding the .'3ubject area, subarea., introduction of a przprocessing table, 

language and tuning, etc. This 1Jill aid in the preparation of different 

types of data bases required in a TSC context. 

For the first ti~e, we have suggested the need for the creation 

of separate data bases for various sub-areas of knowledge. The TUNER 

subalgorithm can select the proper data bas~s and reduce the active 

core nemory requirments in a practical system. 
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6.1 ImyJlemeotation: 

6 .1.1 S tor a:4e 1\2qu1 r.emen ts : 

If we provid~ a dynamic nemory allocation for TESCON, th 8 n approxim-

ately:·25 K words should be sufficient for tuning the system and the related 

data b:1ses, 5 K ~v-ords dynamic memory for synthesis related rules, and 

10 K ~vords for progra::nming, book-keeping, etc. In all less than 120 K 

words ~-!ill be required as we have stipulated in chapter 2. 

However, if we use parallel processing and micro-processors with 

PRO)! (Program:n.'lble Read Only ~1emory) for the rules, the memory requirments 

can be reduc~d considerably. However, it is difficult to speculate on 

this at the present time withour further analysis. 

A real time setup can be achieved by parallel processing procedures. 

Once the tuning of the syste:n is over in our present systam,. the STAND_:\.RIHZER 

and the AHALYZZ::t operate on the input : serially. Hmvever, even ~hen 

the STANDJL~DIZER is operative, many of the ANALYZER's functions can be 

handl~d by the ST.~~ARDIZER, such as counting the total number of syllables 

in an input ;.,rord, presence and absence of affixes (suffix or prefix) in 

a glV~!n uord, etc. Except for .._,aiting time .!:_ ( as a function o£ the pro-

cessi~tg time of a processor), the parallel processing can reduce the compu-

tation time. The scheduler design will have to take care of this~ 
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6.1.3 D~ta Bases: 

We have suggested the · usc of various data bases in the system, 

such as the subarea data base (for proper names, abbreviations~ etc.), 

affix data base, function tvord data baae, etc. Hhile these may non:1ally 

reside on storage devices, there are many search techniques available 

for retrieving information from these data bases, such as sequential 

file search, binary search, etc. He have not considered the best 

strategies and have left this as an open problem for further investigation. 

In the course of the investigations of a TSC system~ we have 

come upon a number of problems suitable for future research. Some of 

the more important probl~ms follow. 

that 

lfhile our algorithms should work on any printed text, it appears 

press-style conventions in journals are slightly different 

fro~ text books. In order to minimize unwanted computation, it 

should be possible to standardize the printing press-style both in books 

and in journals. For example, th:; convention of foot·-aotes, quotesr etc. 

pose many problems. This will be a very useful area of research in the 

future. Some studies already are being considered [COU 1975]. 
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Hith regard to tntlH:~ll'.atical systems, we had touched only the surface. 

There. are a number of problems, such as translation of formal proofs 

into Engli.sh, brea~ng dmm of large nested mathematical expressions, .;--

chemical notations and fo~ula and graphs, etc. This at present remains 

an open problem. One recent paper dealing with the translation of a 

fo;:::nal proof into English provides useful algorithms [CHE 1976 J that 

could be ir~corpora~ed. into our TESCON algorithm, thereby making TESCON 

gen~ral. 

The ne~ct problem is how to generate descriptions for a given 

picture? If some standardization can be <1.chieved in this regard, then 

it Day be possible to formulate a number of description generators. How 

do v7e decide the need for a picture? 1-fnen do we need pictures? 

Hhat kind of pictures? \Vhat kind of inforn-.ation are the pictures suppose 

to ~onvey? All of these are questions that 'Will require lengthy examina

tion. 

Yet another major problem is the necessity to control the e~losion 

of analysis and the introduction of information in a TSC system~ The 

linguistic analysis discussed under various references in chapter 4, show 

that there is too ouch infornation that people try to provide in a system. 

How much of this i.nfonnation is required in a TSC system (i.e.. necessary 

and sufficient infornration)? Hould compr,?.hensive listening tests based on 

a very large sa·mple (i.e., statistically valid) of the order of a few 

thousand naive listeners of English be helpful in this regard? If it is 
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a question of trainin& to accept a reasonably good sp~ech ou~put 

from a TSC system, then it should not be difficult to control the 

added information in the system. But how do we go about doing this? 

Only future analysis can answer this question. 

Finally, ''2 have seen a TSC system as an interdeciplinar-.1 area 

of knm-rledge requiring both non-nu:neric data processing techniques and 

and numerical analysis (at the acoustic and engineering aspects). Thi.s 

is in addition to the fact that pattern recognition,linguistics, acoustics, 

and engineering aspects proliferate in a TSC system. 



APPE!'IDIX A 

Anrsr..JORTH' S l,IST OF RULES FOR LETTER-TO-SOUND TR.!\NSL4..TION [AIN 1973] 

(PARTIAL LIST) 

I 
Letter Phoneme Letter Phoneme! L~tter Phoneme 

I 

-(a)- I a I (b) /b/ y(ou) /u/ 

-(are) ;at (ch) ltfl (ou)s I A I 

(a)E I r::~ I (c;<) /k/ I (ough) t I :1 I 
I 

(ar) !Of (c)y /s/ 
I l b(ough) /::Lui 

(a)sk I O.f (c)e Is/ l t(ough) /t\ff 

I c(ough) (a)st fCC I (c) i /s/ /of/ 
I 

(a)th I (1/ (c) /k/ I -r(ough) ~~ .... f I 

j r(ough) (a)ft !G! {d) /dl itt/ 

(ai) /S ij . VC(e)-:- I I (ough) laui 

(ay) Jf.. i I th(c)- /<:~I \ (ou1) d I u/ 

I 
hu/ (aw) /-;}I -C(e)- Iii l (ou) 

\ (oor) (au) I~) I -C(e)d- hi !::~ I 

(al)l I::~ I (o)ld tau; I (oo)k /u/ 
! 

(a)ble I t-i I (oy) /-:J.i I ! f(oo)d /u/ 
I 

(a)ngSUF If:.~ I (o)ing {au I I (oo)d /u/ 
I 

(a) /~"' (oi) 
I f, ) /u/ 

c~; /:>i/ l ,.\_00, t 

I 
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